
PREFACE 

A sketch of Yemsa Grammar provides sociolingustic information 

of Yemsa. It also offers description of the sound system of the 

language including the inventory phonemes, Syllable patterns, 

consonant clusters and phonological processes, such as 

palatalization, assimilation, vowel haremony, deletion and 

epenthesis. The study treats the morphology of Yemsa in more 

detail though it is still sketchy. The morphology section deals with 

morphology of nouns, pronouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs.  

The parts on noun, verb and adjective morphologies are sub-

categorized as inflectional and derivational morphologies.  

The purpose of the book is to introduce Yemsa. It is assumed that 

the book will help as a base in developing the language. It can 

mainly be important document to write more extended and detail 

Grammar of the language. It can also help for comparative study 

of Omotic language in particular and Ethiopian languages in 

general. As the present study of Yemsa Grammar is only a 

sketch, we encourage a further study of the language. We would 

be grateful for comments that may help us improve the book in 

our future publication.  

 

 



 

CHAPTER 1-INTRODUCTION 

 1. 1 Background  

Yem refers to the Omotic speaking people living in Yem Special 

Wereda „district‟, which is within the Southern Nations and 

Nationalities Regional State (SNNPRS). The administrative 

capital of the special district is called Saja. It is found on the way 

to Jima at about 550 km from Hawassa, the capital of the 

SNNPRS, and 273 km a from Addis Ababa, the capital city of 

Ethiopia. Though the land the Yem people live in is called Yem by 

others, the Yem people call the area they live in Yengar „the land 

of Yem‟.The Yem special district borders with Oromiya region in 

the north, south and west; with Gurage Zone in the northwest and 

Hadiyya Zone in the east. Figure 1.1 shows the map of Yem 

special distinct. The district is divided into thirty-one rural villages 

and three town kebeles.   

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Geographical map of Yem special district 

Topography of Yem Special Wereda is dominantly mountainous. 

The highland and semi high land part of Yem cover wide area. 

Only a small proportion is lowland. There is no desert area in 

Yem.  Most of the people of Yem live in their home land, the Yem 

special district. However, a large number of Yem people also live 

in Oromiya region, particularly in Jimma. A few Yem people also 

live in Gurage and Hadiyya Zones. The population of Yem is 80, 

647 of which 40,531 is male whereas 40,116 is female (CSA, 

2007:79). Many of the Yem people are followers of Christian 

religion. About 80% of them are Orthodox Christians whereas 5% 

of them are Protestants. The people who follow Islam religion are 

about 15%. The people of Yem are mixed farmers. They earn 

their living by producing ensete (Ensete Ventricosum), corn, 



 

wheat, barley, sorghum, teff, pea, and bean. They also rear 

animals, such as horse, cow, sheep, and donkey. Kocho, which is 

prepared from ensete plant, is their stable food. 

Yem people prefer marriage arranged among them though 

intermarriages between Yem and other nationalities or ethinc 

groups are common. There are five types of marriage 

arrangements. These are called zata giru, rara giru, bo’a giru, 

zoka giru and ʃuno giru. 

Zata giru is a marriage which is arranged through the agreement 

of the families` of both couples. Rara giru is a marriage that takes 

place suddenly without any arrangement at the part of the girl. 

BoɁa giru is marriage through abduction. Zoka giru is marriage 

arranged by an informal woman brokers who often attempt to 

convince the girl to accept a marriage. Shuno giru is a marriage 

arranged by the two couples. The two parties‟ willingness is the 

most important in this particular marriage arrangement. 

The language of Yem is called Yemsa. Genetically, it belongs to 

the western branch of Omotic language family.The language has 

lexical similarities with other Omotic languages, such as Dawuro, 

Konta, Wolayita, Kaficho, Sheko, Bench and Cushitic languages, 

such as Afan Oromo. Yemsa is widely spoken in the district. It has 

been mainly serving as a spoken language at home, church, 



 

school, market, etc. Although the language covers most part of 

Yem, languages such as Amharic and Afan Oromo are also 

spoken in some villages of the distinct. Since 2012, Yemsa is 

used as a medium of instruction in lower primary schools, that is, 

grades 1-4. 

1.2 The Informants  

Informants for this study were recruited from the native speakers 

of Yemsa with the help of elders and district administrators. A 

half- day discussion was held with representatives from various 

sectors of the Special district regarding recruiting appropriate 

informants, their roles and responsibilities of the researcher and 

the informants.  Three informants; namely, Tesfaye Mamo, 

Gebeyehu Gashe and Misgana Kebede were used as principal 

informants. Each of them worked with providing linguistic and 

sociolinguistics data for seventeen days. 

Tesfaye Mamo, who is 51 years old, was born and brought up in 

Toba village south of Fofa. He has B.A. degrees in English and 

educational management planning. He was the first director of 

Fofa High school. Recently, he is working in Education Office of 

the special district. Gebeyehu Gashe, who is 39, was born and 

brought up in Fofa. He has B.A. degree in English language and 

has taught English for the last 6 years in Fofa High School.He 



 

was recently working for Yem Development Association. Misgana 

Kebede, who is 27 years old bachelor, also was born and brought 

up in Fofa.He lives in Fofa. He received a B.A. degree in English 

language from Jima University. Recently, he is working for 

Culture, Tourism and Government Communication Affairs Office 

of the Special district. Adbar Tilahun who is 25 and lived in Yem 

for about 15 years has helped us in checking linguistic data. 

1.3 Objectives of the Study 

1.3.1 General Objective of the Study 

The general objective of this study is to provide description of 

Yemsa grammar including its phonology, morphology and syntax. 

1.3.2 Specific Objectives of the study 

The study aims to achieve the following specific objectives: 

 To identify sounds of Yemsa  

 To identify the inflection and derivation of verbs, nouns and 

adjective of the language. 

 To describe the adverbs and postposition of Yemsa. 

 To show the structure of phrasal and clausal categories of 

Yemsa.  



 

1.4 The Importance of the Study 

   The study will have the following importance:  

1. It can help to development Yemsa. 

2.  It can help to prepare teaching materials in Yemsa 

3.  It can enable the language to be used in administration in 

Yem special district.  

4. It can be a stepping stone to carry out for further research 

in Yemsa 

1.5 Methodology of the study 

1.5.1 Data Collection Method 

Interview was the only tool used to collect data. All items were 

translated into a contact language, Amharic to help the informants 

elicit necessary information. The collection of data was carried out 

through eliciting linguistic data. The informants were asked to 

provide the Amharic equivalent for the words, phrases or 

sentences given in Amharic. Their responses were audio recoded 

and later transcribed phonemically. 

 1.5.2 Analysis and Interpretation 



 

The linguistic data were analyzed using principles of distribution 

and contrast. Descriptive structuralisms approach to linguistics 

analysis is followed. Generative approach is used for the syntactic 

analysis. 

1.6 Review of Related Literature 

There are a few linguistic descriptions in Yemsa. Only the studies 

that have contribution to the present study are reviewed here. 

Hirut (1993) discusses word formation in Yem.  According to this 

study finding, words in Yemsa are formed with affixation, 

compounding, reduplication and tone changes. Nominals can be 

derived from adjectives with the morpheme {-ba} as in: 

 

 

 

Adjective   Gloss     Noun       Gloss 

kee∫u        „good‟   kee∫u-ba        „goodness‟ 

gada        „excellent‟  gada-ba       „excellence‟ 

fajja        „fine‟   fajj--ba            „fineness‟  



 

Hirut (1993) also identified nominals including agentive, 

experience, patient, result, manner, gerundive that are derived 

from verbs roots as shown in the examples below.  

Verb   Gloss      Noun       Gloss      Nominal type 

meɁ   insult(v)   meɁ-iɲɲa   „insulter‟      agentive 

wost  work (v)‟   wost-iɲɲa   „worker‟     agentive                                     

dig    „to fear‟     dig-inna     „coward‟      experience                     

es     „lie (v)    es-inna     „liar‟              experiencer                         

meɁ   „insult (v)‟    meɁ-a        „insult (n)‟    result                        

tej      „to oath‟    tej-a         „oath‟           result                       

u∫      „drink (v)   u∫-a        „drink (n)‟        patient                     

maj  „dress (v)‟   maj-a       „dress (n)‟   patient                 

Hirut (1993) also discussed derivation of verbs from other verbs. 

Three types of verb stems; namely, causative, passive and 

intensives are identified.  The causative is derived with suffix {-

i(s)} while the passive with {-t} as passive former as in wor „kill‟ 

versus wor-t „be killed‟. According to Hirut (1993) adjectives also 



 

can be derived from verbs with {-a} as in diʧ-a „tall‟, tum-a „full‟ and 

kin-a „dirty‟ 

Nouns are also derived by means of compounding. Hirut (1993) 

for instance offers the following compound nouns:  

Compound noun    Gloss     Constituents 

 umda –da             „mountain‟         noun - noun                                              

aba-kusu               „thumb‟              noun -noun                                           

ʃeɁa  kata               „dark red‟           adjective -adjective                                          

harfak  i                 „raise up‟           verb - verb                                         

bustruk i                sleep fastly‟       verb - verb                                  

Hirut (1993) treated derivation of adverbs. Most frequency 

adverbs in Yem are derived by reduplication as shown below: 

 

suɁa suɁa                                     „stony‟ 

golo golo                                      „plainly‟  

wona wona                                   „daily‟ 

Ɂeso Ɂeso                                     „every morning‟ 



 

Hirut (1993) identified that there are three levels of tones in 

Yemsa: high, low and mid.  

Johann and Schaumberger (2001) identified twenty seven (27) 

consonants, that include /r`/, and five vowel phonemes. They 

have also discussed the word structure and syllable patterns of 

Yemsa. They also treated morphophonemic of Yemsa. The 

phonological processes identified include assimilation, deletion, 

insertion and reduplication. Vowels inserted to avoid 

impermissible clusters are -i- and -u-.  

Derib (2004) describes the internal structure of noun phrase 

including nominal heads, specifiers, complements and adjuncts. 

Besides, de identified definite marker {-s}, demonstratives den or 

jjet „that,‟ han `this`, subject pronouns and possessive 

adjectives.He further discussed indefinite pronouns, such as ʃowo 

`many` akama `much` atto `some` etc. and definiteness marking 

quantifiers such as numerals, measure phrases and classifier 

phrases. In section discussing complements, he showed the 

patterns of nominal phrases including genitive phrases such as 

source, purposive and instrumental. A few adjectival phrases 

such as foro mija    „white cow‟ and garo fizo „small gaot‟ are 

analyzed as adjuncts.He further, discussed locative, temporal 

genitives and clausal adjuncts.  



 

In this chapter, we have introduced the Yem special wereda. We 

have also expressed the objective of the study and the 

methodology used. What is more, we have reviewed the literature 

on linguistic studies on Yemsa. In the next chapter, we shall 

discuss the phonology of Yemsa.  

 

 

 

CHAPTER 2- PHONOLOGY 

Phonology is the branch of linguistics, which investigates the 

ways in which sounds are used systematically in different 

languages to form words and utterances ( Katamba, 1989). The 

unit of phonological analysis is called, the smallest contrastive 

units of sounds. Phonemes of a language are identifying by using 

minimal and near minimal pairs of sounds in words. Sounds that 

occur in identical environment in the same context of meaning are 

called allophones, variants of the same sound. In this chapter we 

shall discuss the phonology of Yemsa including its phonemic 

inventories, phonological processes and syllable patterns.  

 



 

2.1 Consonant sounds 

Below are minimal and near minimal pairs of consonants: 

s and m    sija     „nose‟     mija         „cow‟ 

t and r       eeto        „lion‟      „eera‟         „warthog‟ 

k and t      keja      „house‟    teja‟          „fig tree‟ 

f and j       faar       „present‟    jaar             „comes‟ 

m and k    masa     „basket‟    kasa        „bird‟ 

s and t     eesa „honey‟      eta          „medicine‟ 

m and t    maɁar       „good‟       taar          „mine‟ 

f and k       feer       „present‟    keer      „in the house‟ 

s and b    suna       „name‟        buna       „coffee‟ 

d and t     deja          „palm‟       teja           „fig tree‟ 

w and b     awa    „sun‟          aba            „father‟ 

n and b       naas  „the boy‟    baas   „he/she(respect)‟ 

t and l        futu    „sweep‟     fulu        „to fly‟ 

∫ and k      ∫una    „to love‟      kuɁna     „weevil‟ 



 

r and z       keez      „three‟    keer     „in the house‟ 

 ʧ  and s    iʧa         „to hit‟      isa         „one‟ 

h and f      haaro    „stick‟       faaro      „is there‟ 

b and p‟     ebo       „spear‟      ep‟o       „connected‟ 

p and t      teja        „oak‟         peja      „snake‟ 

f and l      zaala    „tenstimony‟  zafa      „branch‟ 

j and r      maja      „to dress‟    mara     „squeeze‟ 

j and b     niɁa      „to grind‟      niba       „heart‟ 

n and r   suuna     „hump‟      suura       „picture‟ 

ʧ and w     gaʧa     „to open‟    gawa         „satisfaction‟ 

l and z     fillo     „to jump‟       fizo           „goat‟ 

k and f   foka   „thread‟           foofa        „a kind of tree‟ 

k`and k  k`aaraa „greenpepper‟ kara          „black‟  

∫ and  ɲ  u∫a   „to drink‟              uɲu            „tail‟ 

ʧ ' and s ʧ'ama   „mud‟              soma         „hair‟ 

ʤ and ʧ  maʤa „hyena‟              mara        „soup‟ 



 

ť and t  naaťo „runningquickly‟   taato      „queen‟ 

         agaʧa         „cat‟ 

           naagota      „boys‟ 

Based on the principles of contrasts and complementary 

distribution the consonant phonemes of Yemsa are identified as 

shown in table 1. 

Yemsa has 26 consonant phonemes. Majority, 10 of the 

consonant are plosives. Of these seven /p/, /t/, /k/, /Ɂ/, /p‟/, /t‟/ and 

/k‟/ are voiceless whereas three, /b/, /d/, and /g/ are voiced. All the 

voiceless plosives but /Ɂ/ can occur in all positions. The glottal 

stop /Ɂ/ is often found word medially between vowels and before 

or after consonants, usually sonorant‟s such as r and n. Johann 

and Schaumberger (2001:27) interpreted the sequences of rɁ as 

a r‟, a glottal alveolar trill. This however is not plausible since only 

voiceless sounds not voiced ones can be glottalized in natural 

language. It is difficult physiologically to produce voiced 

glottalized sounds. In fact,Johann and Schaumberger (2001:26-

27) interpreted r‟ as both sequence of rɁ and at the same time as 

r‟ claiming that r‟ occurs in 3% of the lexical items they collected. 

We perceive rɁ as a sequence than a single glottalized phoneme.  

 



 

  
Bilabial  

Vl     Vd 

Alveolar 

Vl     Vd 

Palatal 

Vl     Vd 

Velar 

Vl         Vd 

Glottal 

Vl      Vd 

Plosive  Simple 

Ejective 

P       b 

p‟  

t         d 

ť 

   k              g 

k‟                 

Ɂ 

 

 

Fricative 

 f.              s        z  ∫       h 

 

Affricate 

Simple 

Ejective 

   ʧ        ʤ 

 ʧ’ 

        

 Nasal          m          

            

          n                                ɲ                           

                            

 

Liquids lateral 

trill 

 l    

r    

   

 Glides     w               j     

Table1: The consonant of Yemsa 

 

 

 

 



 

Below are examples showing the distributions of /p/, /t/ and /k/. 

/kasa/ „bird‟     /aakka/   „how‟     /eek/         „there‟ 

/ta/     „I‟         /nitto/   „you‟         /me∫met/   „lunch‟       

/peja/   „snake‟    /epsa/ „second‟   /ep/        „two‟  

Voiced plosives /b/, /d/and /g occur word in all positions. Plosive 

ejectives, such as like /k`/ and /ť/ occur word initially and medially 

but /p`/ occurs at medial and final position. 

/bar/           „she/he‟          /ebo/   „spear‟ 

/geja/          „fire‟                  /∫igna/   „crocodile‟ 

/diga/          „coward‟            /gada  /  „beautiful‟ 

/k`aaraa/       „green pepper‟  /lik`o/  „borrow‟ 

/ťarap`eeza/   „table‟           /naaťo/  „running quickly‟ 

/op`a/         „to take‟          /kep`/      „to collect‟ 

Fricatives, /s/ /z/ and /∫/ occur in all positions. The sound /f/ is not 

found word finally but can occur initially and medially.  The sound 

/h/ is found only in word initial position. Below are some examples 

showing the distributions of these sounds: 



 

/sija/    „nose‟    /kasa/      „bird‟     /naas/   „the boy‟ 

/faar/   „present‟  /foofa/   „a kind of tree‟   

 /∫una/  „to love‟ /ma∫kar/   „women‟         /ha∫/    ‘now‟ 

/zawa/  „snake‟   /hazo/  „yesterday‟    /keez/   „three‟ 

/haaro/  „stick‟   /ha∫/   ‘now‟                                       

 Voiceless affricate / ʧ/ occurs in all positions but ejective affricate 

/ ʧ’/ and voiced affricate /ʤ/ does not occur word finally.Consider 

the examples below:  

   / ʧima /      „hard‟      /iʧa/          „to hit‟      /diʧa/ „tall‟  

   / ʧ’aamaa/ „shoe‟   /kaʧ’e/       „to cut‟ 

   / ʤimaato/ „Friday‟  /kaʤeelo/   „Monday‟ 

The palatal glide /j/ and labiovelar /w/can occur in all positions. 

 

 

 

 



 

2.1.1 Gemination and consonant cluster 

2.1.1.1 Gemination 

The term gemination is derived from a Latin word `geminare` 

means  to double , geminus  `twin`. As the name suggests, 

gemination is a sequence of two identical consonantal sounds (cf. 

Catford, 1988). 

Germination is phonemic in Yemsa. There are a number of words 

that contrast in meaning because of gemination. Below are some 

examples: 

/atu/   „body‟      / attu/      „pea‟ 

/asu/   „man‟       /assu/    „cause somebody to know‟ 

/faja/ „difficult‟   /fajja/     „well‟ 

/hop`a/ „to catch‟    /hop'p‟a /   „take it‟ 

2.1.1.2 Consonant cluster 

Consonant clusters are not found in initial and final positions. 

However, there are a few clusters of consonants at medial 

positions. These medial clusters are also separated by syllables 

as shall be discussed in the section on syllable patterns below. 



 

The following examples show consonant clusters at the syllable 

boundaries:  

agaʧa            „cat‟ 

naagota         „boys‟ 

kuɁna              „termites‟ 

The word agaʧa „cat‟ is a lexical item also found in the 

neighboring Gurage languages. It is not clear if it is loan to 

Yemsa. A further data is required to know if there are clusters 

even at a syllable boundary.  

2.2 Vowel sounds 

2.2.1 Minimal contrasts of Vowels 

o and a    /eeto/   „lion‟                /eta/    „medicine‟          

e and a    /ewa/   „false banana‟   /awa/   „sun‟ 

o and e    /koorɁ/   „swallow‟      /keer/  „in the house‟ 

e and i     /meja/    „barley‟        /mija/   „cow‟ 

i and u     /siru /      „air‟            /suru/   „to sing‟  

a and u    /naaru/   „lick‟           /nuuru/    „inordinate` 



 

2.2.2 Vowel length 

Vowel length like consonant gemination is phonemic in Yemsa.As 

can be seen from examples below, there is a meaning difference 

between two words due to length. 

/i/ and /ii/   /   ∫ip'o/    „to beg‟             /∫iip‟o/   „beggar‟ 

/a/ and /aa/ /meja/    „barley‟             /meja/   „war‟ 

/o/ and /oo / /koʧo/ „kind of a tree‟    /kooʧo/    „cold‟  

/e/ and /ee /  /esa/„ hair on a body‟    /eesa/   „honey‟ 

/u/ and /uu/  /duma/  „damp‟             /duuma/  „dicdic‟ 

/u /and /uu/  /suna/  „name‟              /suuna/   „hump‟ 

Based on the contrasts and distributions of vowels, five vowels 

each of which contrasting in length are identified as the 

phonemes of Yemsa. Table 2 shows the vowel phonemes.  

 

 

 



 

 

High 

Front 

i,ii 

Back 

u,uu 

Mid e, ee o, oo 

Low   a,aa 

Table 2: Vowels of Yemsa 

2.3 Supra-Segmental Features  

2.3.1 Tone 

Tone refers to the contrast between lexicons due to pitch. In tone 

language words having the same strings of segments may differ 

only due to difference in difference of pitch. Languages have been 

typologically grouped based on pitch patterns into intonation 

language and tone language. In the former type, pitch contrast 

occurs at phrasal or discourse level where as in the later contrast 

occurs at lexical level (cf. Batibo, 2001; Fox, 2000).  

Yemsa is a tone language. Contrast in tons can bear meaning 

difference.  According to Johann and Schaumberger (2001) many 

minimal pairs are found in Yemsa. Below are some examples:  

 



 

/kasa/       „bird‟       / kasà /    „elbow‟ 

/sawa/      „smell‟     / sàwà /   „wall‟             

/kita/        „devil‟        / kítà /  „to produce more grain‟     

 /ta/        „my‟         / tá /          „I‟             

/tèegò /   „husband‟   / téegó /   „to call‟     

/bar/       „she‟           / bár /    „he‟                

According to Johanna and Schaumberger (2001) tone in Yemsa 

has grammatical role. It distinguishes masculine and feminine. 

The present study confirms that there are three tone levels, high / 

΄ /, low / `/ and mid / unmarked in Yemsa. What is more, Johanna 

and Schaumberger (2003) distinguish dive tone, such as bặrnu „is 

he?‟ mặ „she ate‟. We unfortunately, however, did not mark the 

tone levels in the descriptions of the rest of the chapter unless 

when tone is showing grammatical differences.  

2.3.2 Syllable 

In all languages, the consonants and vowels are normally 

organized into a unit known as syllable. Syllable is defined as the 

unit in a word that is capable of receiving stress or tone. In the 

following section the structure of syllable of Yemsa are discussed. 



 

2.3.2.1 Syllable patterns 

Syllable Examples     Gloss 

 V                  /o –do/                      „ear‟ 

                     /a – ka/             „water‟ 

VV                 / ee-sa /                     „honey‟ 

VC              /in-no/               „we‟ 

VVC               /eek/            „there‟ 

CV                 / ta /                   „my‟ 

                / ha-o /                 „God‟ 

                      / fa-za /                    „horse‟ 

CVV       / duu /                      „to sit‟ 

                      / saa /                  „stone, cobalt‟ 

CVC              / boz /                      „slave‟ 

                   / den /                            „above‟ 

                    / sun-to /                       „garlic‟ 

 



 

CVVC          / wiis /                        „thief‟ 

                    / beez /                      „brave‟ 

The syllable structure of Yemsa can be summarized as: V(V), 

V(V)C, CV(V), CV(V)C. The (v) - a vowel in parenthesis is not part 

of a syllable when the syllable is light but it is a part of the syllable 

when the syllable is heavy. The notion of light and heavy syllable 

is discussed below.  

 “A syllable consist of a head (or onset), a nucleus (peak), and a 

coda. Head and nucleus form the body of a syllable, [and] nucleus 

and coda constitute the rhyme. If a syllable has no head, it is 

called naked; a syllable without a coda is an open syllable... 

(McCarthy and Prince (1995: 320) 

2.3.2.2 Syllable Weight  

Two types of syllable weight are distinguished heavy and light 

(Gordon, 2006:3; Duanmu, 2008:4). According to McCarthy and 

Prince (1995:320), a syllable is light “if it consists of a consonant 

and a short vowel only, it is called heavy, if it consists of an initial 

consonant plus a long vowel or a vowel plus a consonant” 

According to Gordon (2006:3)” the Short segments each project a 

timing position while long segments project two;… A syllable with 



 

both a long vowel and a coda consonant is also heavy, of course, 

since it contains three timing position in the rime. 

There are also two models of syllables representation: a skeletal 

slot model and a moraic model. In skeletal model a “syllable 

consists of a nucleus, typically the vowel, which may be preceded 

by one or more consonants (...an onset) and also ... may be 

followed by one or more consonants (the coda)” (Gordon, 

2006:3). Below in (a) and (b) are give examples of both skeletal 

and moraic models with words from Yemsa: 

a) Skeletalmodel of syllable representations:  

    σ                                      σ               Syllable node                   

         R               O        R 

O         N                     N         C     Onset-rhythm node 

X          X            X        X        X  Timing slot     

t            a            b        o         z   

ta „my‟                boz    „slave‟ 

 

In the trees above, we have three nodes the syllable node, the 

onset-rhythm node, the time slot, which tells us the duration, and 

the actual sounds inserted in the time slots. 



 

In a moraic model onsets are non-moraic as they are weightless. 

“Contrasts in duration between short and long segments are 

represented as differences in mora count, parallel to the 

representations of durations contrast as differences in the number 

of timing positions in skeletal slots models. Short segments 

receive one mora and long segments receive two” (Gordon, 

2006:4). The syllables represented in skeletal slot model above 

are shown in a moraic model as follows: 

σ   σ  

        µ               µ    µ  

       t         a                   b    o     z 

       ta  „my‟   boz „slave‟ 

We shall now analyze the Zayse syllable patterns and represent 

the main patterns in terms of moraic model, which is more 

economical than the skeletal slot model. Only syllables with V and 

CV patterns are light while all the VV, VC, CVV, CVVC are heavy. 

 

 

 



 

  Light Syllable                                   Heavy Syllable  

      σ   σ   σ 

  

              µ      µ          µ  µ 

              o        d     o  b         e:            z 

 /o –do/              „ear‟            / beez /             „brave‟ 

In the examples above, the light syllable consists of two syllables; 

one without onset but with nucleus only and the other with onset 

and coda. In the heavy syllable we have only one syllable which 

consist of an onset, rhythm which consist of a heavy nucleus that 

is the VV which is abbreviated V: and a coda. Since the time 

duration to utter a long vowel and the coda takes more time than 

uttering for example a heavy syllable with CVV only, we can say 

the pattern shown above is extra heavy syllable.                                                                                          

2.4 Phonological processes 

The process by which a sound is changed into or replaced by 

another sound often at the morpheme boundary due to the 

influence of the neighboring sound is called morphophonemic. 

The sound change could be to adjust sounds in the morpheme 



 

boundary to the phonological rules, such as consonant cluster 

rules, vowel sequence rules, etc. The most common phonological 

processes in Yemsa are palatalization, consonant assimilation, 

vowel harmony, metathesis, epenthesis and deletion. Each of 

these phonological processes is discussed below. 

2.4.1. Palatalization 

Palatalization is a process in which non-palatal sounds become 

palatal in the environment of other palatal sounds often at a 

morpheme boundary. Yemsa has palatal phonemes and non-

palatal sounds in palatal consonant or vowel environment may 

change to palatal. Below are some examples: 

1. /kid - t /                    [kiiʧʧ]                   

burn-passivizer       „be burnt‟ 

2.   /gaʧ- t/                   [gaʧʧ]                   

       Open-passivizer     „be opened‟ 

As can be seen from the examples, the alveolar sound /t / is 

changed into the palatal sound / ʧ / in complete assimilation to the 

preceding palatal consonant. 

 



 

2.4.2 Epenthesis 

Epenthesis is a phonological process in which a vowel is inserted 

between sounds to avoid impermissible consonant clusters at a 

word boundary. Yemsa does not allow CC clusters with in a 

syllable. Yemsa avoids these clusters through different 

phonological processes. One of this is epenthesis, insertion of a 

vowel.Kenstowicz (1994), as cited in Mulugeta (2008:38), states 

that without the notion of a syllable, it is difficult to understand why 

languages should have rules to insert vowels out of nowhere into 

a specific points in phonological strings. By making use of 

syllable, this is explained: the vowels are to syllabify unparsed 

consonants.   

Yemsa uses an epenthetic vowel –i to break impermissible 

syllables. Consider the following examples: 

            Root             Stem 

a) wost-              wost-i- ɲɲa                                   

           work               work –Ep-GI   „worker‟    

b) naaot-          naaot – i-  s                                         

            boy                boy  - EP-Def    ‘the boy‟ 



 

c) kass              kass- i- si       

             play                play-EP-caus  „cause to play‟ 

In (a) the epenthetic vowel splits three consonant sequences, t of 

the stem and nn of group identity nominal marker. In (b) the t of 

stem and s of definite marker are separated by the epenthetic 

vowel. Similarly, the geminated root final s in (c) is splitted by with 

the causative marker s again with the epenthetic vowel.  

2.4.3. Assimilation 

Assimilation is the phonological process through which sounds 

become similar to the other neighboring sounds in manner of 

articulation, place of articulation, voice or in all of these features.In 

Yemsa homorganic assimilation (partial or complete) and 

assimilation of other consonants to the following consonant 

sounds is observed.  

a) / han / + / bar/                 [hambar ]    „this one‟ 

      one        he(it) 

b) /han/ + /kalo/      [hakalo ] =here from over there 

     one      place (protected) 

c) / iʧ -/           iʧ - si                [i∫∫]                



 

  hit            hit-cause     „Cause to hit‟  

d)  /gaʧ  /              gaʧ – si                 [ ga∫∫]               

      open                open-cause        „cause to open‟ 

In (a) and (b), alveolar nasal n assimilates homorganically to the 

initial bilabial and velar sounds b and k, respectively.  In (c) and 

(d), the palatal vowel i first palatalizes the preceding alveolar 

fricative s to alveopalatal ∫ and then, the alveopaltal affricate ʧ 

assimilates completely to the following alveopalatal fricative 

consonant. The examples, we have seen here show that Yemsa 

has both progressive and regressive assimilations.  

2.4.4. Deletion    

Deletion is the process in which a vowel or a whole syllable may 

be deleted to adjust impermissible clusters or syllable patterns. 

Below are some examples showing syllable and sound deletion. 

Examples:  

Root               Stem  

a)  fillo                    si              filsu           

     jump                  cause      „cause to jump‟ 



 

b) gando                 si             gansu          

     fall down           cause       „cause to fall down‟ 

c)  tu∫ni   - aba                tu∫naba    

     Injera   father =       „step father‟ 

In (a) and (b), the last syllable of the root is deleted when the 

causative marker is added. What is more, the vowel of the 

causative marker i is changed to u. In (c), root final vowel i is 

deleted when a suffix beginning with another vowel a is affixed. It 

seems that Yemsa does not allow non-identical vowel sequences 

or diphthongs.  

2.4.5 Vowel harmony 

Vowel harmony is a process in which a vowel becomes more like 

another vowel in its neighbor. The similarity can be complete, in 

which case the vowels become identical or partial in which the 

vowel in harmony sharing the features of height (high-low-mid) or 

horizontally front or back. Below are a few examples showing 

vowel harmony in Yemsa. 

1) /fizoo - s- i- kito –non/      [fizoo - s- i- kito –non]   

     goat – def – plu - acc         „the goat (accusative)‟ 



 

2) /a∫aa   - s -    non/     [ a∫aa   - s -    on]      

         meat – def-  acc     „the meat (accusative) 

3)/wiis -i  - s - non/        [wiis -i-s-on]     [wiis-i-s- in ]             

 thief: M- epe-.def. acc  „the thief (masculine:accusative.) 

In example (1), the vowel of accusative marker {-non} is 

maintained in complete harmony with the last vowel of the stem 

fizoosikito. In example 2, the first consonant of the accusative 

marker –non is deleted to avoid consonant cluster of sn 

sequences.The vowel of the accusative marker remains the same 

hence the root‟s vowel a is in partial harmony with the vowel of 

the accusative marker sharing features plus back. In example 3, 

there are two phonological processes; first the deletion of the first 

consonant of the accusative marker to avoid impermissible cluster 

and then fronting of the vowels of the accusative marker –on to 

the front high vowel i in harmony with the epenthetic vowel and of 

course the root vowel as well.  

 

 

 



 

2.4.6 Reduplication 

Reduplication is a process in which a root or part of a root is 

repeated often to show grammatical functions or to create a new 

word.  Below are a few examples: 

Root   Stem 

/kaʧ `e /                  /kaʧ ‟e - kaʧ ` ere/     

„cut‟           „cut again and again‟ 

/ bok /                     /boke -bokere/   

„demolish‟           „demolish completely‟ 

/ muɁi /                   /muɁi - muɁire/     

„chop‟            „chop into pieces‟ 

/sik /                       /sike - sikere/          

„dispense‟             „dispense completely‟ 

/kep‟ /                      /kep‟ - kep‟p‟e/       

„collect‟        „collect repeatedly‟ 

As can be seen from the examples, the root forms are repeated 

and then a suffix -re is added. The r of suffix –re is assimilated to 



 

the preceding consonant in - kep’p’e, that is, -kep’-re becomes - 

kep’p’e. 

In chapter two, we have discussed the phonology of Yemsa. It is 

found that Yemsa has 26 consonants and five vowels that also 

contrast in length. We have also shown the syllable patterns of 

the language. The language has both light and heavy syllable.The 

phonological processes such as assimilation, vowel harmony and 

deletion have been discussed. In the following chapter, we shall 

discuss the noun morphology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER 3- NOUN MORPHOLOGY 

In many languages,words play important grammatical roles.They 

are built out of smaller elements, phonemes.Words are put 

together into sentences by rather different patterns.The branch of 

linguistics that studies the ways in which these words are built out 

of the stock of segmental morphemes is known as morphology 

(Hockett, 2006). Morphology is divided into two: Inflectional 

morphology and derivational morphology.The former is concerned 

with study of morphemes that show grammatical roles while the 

latter is concerned with how new words are form from existing 

words (Fekede, 2011).  

In 3.1, we shall discuss inflectional morphology of Yemsa 

including number, person, definiteness and case systems. In 3.2, 

derivation of nouns through affixation and compounding will be 

expounded.   

3.1 Inflection of Noun 

Languages add affixes to show grammatical relationships. The 

affixes could be added as prefix, suffix or shown through internal 

modification.  

 



 

3.1.1 Number 

Nouns and noun phrases are often marked for number. The most 

common distinction is between singular and plural (Payne, 1994). 

In Yemsa plural nouns are marked with {-kito} and occationally 

with {- akiɁo}. The environment in which the variant {- akiɁo} is 

used is not clear. The plural markes surface only when the noun 

to which number is added is definite. The following sentences 

demonstrate the absence of plural marker because the noun in 

each sentence is not definite.  

1. bar     mija   waag - e 

   she    cow   buy- per 

   „She bought cows‟ 

2. bar    fizo   waag- e 

    She   goat   buy - per 

   „She bought goats‟ 

The examples above show that the nouns "cows" and "goats” are 

plural in the English gloss but the nouns mija and fizo in Yemsa 

are not marked for plural. The rule of the language does not allow 

the plural marker to surface unless the noun is definite. The usual 



 

plural marker of Yemsa is {-kito}. It follows the definite marker {-

is}.Consider the following example: 

1.  fizoo - si  kito   kit -   i 

     goat -def     pl   die - per 

     „The goats died‟. 

2.  mijaa -si- kito  kit- i       

     cow -  def   pl.   die- per 

     The cows died. 

3. kanaa – si- kito   kit- i   

     dog – def – pl     die- per 

     The dogs died. 

As can be seen in the examples, the definite marker of Yemsa {-

si} is suffixed to the head nouns, preceding the plural marker.      

 

 

 



 

3.1.2 Gender 

In Yemsa, a few nouns are inflected for gender. Below are some 

examples: 

Faz „horse‟ 

faz-a       „mare‟ 

 kan    „dog‟ 

kan-a „bitch‟ 

The masculine is not marked but the feminine is shown with {-a} 

attached to a noun, which is otherwise masculine. 

3.1.3 Determiners 

Payne (1997) describes the term determiners as a broad category 

that includes articles, quantifiers, numerals, possessives, as well 

as demonstratives. For our objective, we will discuss only articles 

and quantifiers in this section. Articles, according to, Payne 

(1997) are “operators, whether bound or free, which directly 

express something about the indentifiability and /or preferentiality 

of a noun phrase”. 

 



 

3.1.3.1. Definiteness 

The definite marker in Yemsa is {-s}. When the definite marker is 

suffixed to a noun, the vowel at the final position is lengthened. 

Here are some examples:- 

      

Indefinite    

Gloss Definite Gloss 

       asu    man‟ asuu - s   „the man‟ 

      keja   house‟ kejaa- s „the house‟ 

       fizo   „goat‟   fizoo – s „the goat‟ 

      mija               „cow‟ mijaa-s „the cow‟ 

     kana „dog‟ kanaa- s      „the dog‟ 

Table 4: Definiteness marker of Yemsa 

3.1.3.2 Quantifiers 

Quantifiers specify nominal in terms of size or amount 

(Lyons,1977).Quantifiers in Yemsa are used to describe both 

countable and uncountable nouns as shown below:  

 



 

  Yemsa                                                              Gloss 

  hatto                   „some‟ 

 ∫owo               „many‟ 

garo / kiinʧ‟u              „a few‟  

garo / kiinʧ ‟u               „a little‟ 

akama                               „much‟ 

zuuttambaase/ kup‟ambaase               „all‟ 

isa isar               „each‟ 

aaffannu sinfanak (neuter)                „every‟ 

oonu sinfanak (feminine)                 „every‟ 

oonu sinfenak (masculine)                 „every‟ 

Table 5: Quantifiers of Yemsa 

In Yemsa garo or kinʧ‟u „few‟ are used interchangeably without 

affecting meaning.They are used with both countable and 

uncountable nouns. Examples: 

 



 

1. garo / kiinʧ ’u fizo     

few                goat             „a few goats‟  

2. garo / kiinʧ ’u ∫aabo             

little   milk               „ a little milk‟ 

The word akama which is used with both countable and 

uncountable nouns has two meanings. When it is used with 

countable nouns it means „many‟, and when it is used with 

uncountable nouns, it refers to “much”. Examples: 

 1. misgaana  ∫owo   ajba      feeser 

     misgaana  many  brother  has 

     „Misgaana has many brothers‟ 

2. kejasikito zuuttanbaase gaddo. 

    Houses        all               new 

    „All the houses are new‟  

3.  hatto ma∫ka meja  otma 

   Some  women         rich              

   ‘Some women are rich‟ 



 

4.  ta akama buna  u∫in 

     I  much  coffee  drank 

     „I  drank much coffee‟ 

3.1.4 Case 

Criessels (2000) as cited in Mulugeta (2008:46)  states “ Among 

the languages that have case marking systems distinguishing the 

subject from the object, the most common type, both worldwide 

and at the level of African continent is that in which the subject is 

unmarked for case ,whereas an object takes a particular case 

form ,called accusative .”  

Case is categorized in to two: core case and peripheral case.The 

core case includes nominative, accusative and dative case.Each 

these case express syntactic relations in a sentence. The 

peripheral case includes instrumental, genitive, locative, and 

ablative case. It expresses semantic relations (cf. Blake, 1995; 

Mulugeta, 2008).  

In Yemsa, there are at least six morphologically distinct case 

marking morphemes.These are accusative and dative (core 

cases), genitive, instrumental, comitative and, locative (semantic 

cases). 



 

3.1.4.1 Nominative Case 

Nominative case indicates subject nouns in a sentence. In other 

word, nominative case indicates a noun that plays a role of 

performing an action mentioned by the verb of the sentence. In 

Yemsa nominative case is not morphologically marked. The 

following are a few examples showing this:- 

1.  eeto         a∫a      ∫una – r 

     lion         meat     like – imp 

    „A lion likes meat‟ 

2.  garo nawa ∫aabo        ∫una – r 

    child             milk          like – imp  

    „A child likes milk‟. 

3.   maa       haɲa     ∫una – r 

     hyena      donkey    like – imp 

    „A hyena likes donkey‟ 

 

 



 

4.  aaaʧaa- s    a∫aa –  s -  on    ma 

      Cat –  def    meat-  def - acc     ate 

    „The cat ate the meat‟. 

5.  asuu – s     deri –   n    je 

    man - def    deri – loc   came 

    „The man came from Deri‟. 

As can be seen from the examples above, the nominative is not 

marked morphologically. It is expressed by syntactic means. The 

NP that functions as a subject occurs at the beginning of a 

sentence. It is dominated by S in a sentence.  

3.1.4.2 Accusative Case 

The accusative case identifies object nouns. It is suffixed to the 

patient or recipient of the sentence. In Yemsa, there are three 

types of accusative case markers. {-non}, {-on} and {-in}. 

Basically, the accusative marker is only {-non} but the first 

consonant of the morpheme is deleted when it is attached to a 

root that ends with consonant but maintained if the root ends in 

vowel. The morpheme after consonant roots will then be either {-

on} or {-in} depending on the vowel quality to which the 



 

accusative marker is attached. It is {-on} after back vowels but {-

in} after front vowels. In other words, vowel harmony with the root 

vowel changes the vowel of the suffix.  Consider the following 

examples: 

1. naa -  s     ∫aaboo - s -   on        u∫  -  i 

    boy – def   milk – def - acc    drink –per                                                                      

   „The boy drank the milk‟ 

2. kanaa  - s    a∫aa   - s -    on     ma 

     dog - def   meat – def-   acc    ate 

     „The dog ate the meat‟ 

3.  asuu -    s   eetoo – s –i-kito - non   wor – i 

    Man – def    lion – def – plu – acc     kill – per 

    „The man killed the lions‟ 

4. asuu -  s     fizoo -   s- i-   kito – non   wor- i 

   man -   def  goat – def –  plu -   acc    kill- per 

„The man killed the goats‟ 

 



 

5. asuu –  s   maaa – s  -i- kito – non   wor – i 

Man – def   hyena – def -  plul –  acc    kill – per 

     „The man killed the hyenas‟ 

6.  bar    naagot   –i    -s  -    in        iʧ   -i 

     She    boys     epe.  def.   acc.    hit  -per 

     „She hit the boys‟ 

7.  asuu   - s   eetoo    -s    -on    wor  -i 

    Man  def    lion: M  def.   acc.   kill  -per  

      „The   man  killed  the  lion‟ 

8. asuu    -s    wiis            -i  -   s  -   in      it∫  -i 

     Man    def.   thief: M- epe-. def.  acc.   hit-  per 

    „The man hit the thief‟ 

3.1.4.3 Dative 

Dative is a case that shows the indirect object of the sentence. In 

Yemsa, dative case is morphologically marked. The indirect 

object marker is {-nik} after nouns ending in vowel but {-ik } after 

nouns that end in consonants. Consider the following examples: 



 

1.  abera deggu   - nik   matsaafa  waag – e 

     aberra Deggu   - dat   book      buy -   per 

     „Aberra bought a book to Degu‟ 

2. kanaa -s- nawbaa -s  - ik   a∫a - s - on    im -   i 

  dog-def  puppy -def -dat  meat -def –acc  give -per 

   „The dog gave the meat to the puppy‟ 

3.  bar    ∫iip‟oo –   s –   ik    waaga    im   – i 

    he   beggar – def -  dat   money    give   per 

    „He gave money to the beggar‟ 

4.  ta isa   matsaafa bar – ik   wos –    i -   n 

    I one (a) book 3sm – dat  send – per - 1s 

    „I sent a book to him‟ 

As it was the case in accusative case marking, the initial 

consonant of the dative marker –nik is deleted after consonants, 

such –s, the definite marker, to avoid impermissible consonant 

cluster.  

 



 

3.1.4.4 Genitive   Case 

Genitive noun phrases serve as specified and complement of the 

head noun. Genitive noun phrase that serves as complement are 

possessive, source and purposive. In all cases the genitive 

marker {-ni} is suffixed to the modifier and comes preceding the 

head noun. Consider the examples of possession genitives: 

1.  gama – ni    teeta 

    ant   - gen. -   head 

      „Head of an ant‟    

2. gebejehu  - ni     naa  

    gebe.       – gen.    son   

     „son of   Gebeyehu‟           

 3. bekele - ni –  into 

    bekele  gen.   mother 

    „mother of Bekele‟ 

As can be shown above in the examples, the possessive genitive 

marker {-ni} is suffixed to the modifier. In the following examples 



 

the same morpheme is affixed to material source at the same 

position, that is, on the modifier.  

1. ∫aa   -  ni    keja 

grass -   gen.   house  

House made of grass -     

 2.  bokk‟olo  -ni     u∫a  

      maize        gen.    tela   

      Tela made of maize    

3.  mee      -ni-      tu∫a 

     barely -  gen    injera 

     „Injera made of barely‟ 

Finally, the same morpheme {-ni} is also used in the purposive 

genitive. The morpheme {-ni} also occurs in the same position as 

in the purposive genitive, that is, to the end of the modifier in the 

noun phrase. Let us consider the following examples of purposive 

genitive: 

 



 

1.  a∫a-         ni         fizo 

    meat -    gen.     goat 

     „Goat for meat‟         

2.  kew -       ni -     ako                  

     egg  -      gen.  -   hen   

      „hen for egg‟ 

3.  gaba   -    ni        meja 

     market -  gen.     barley 

     „Barley for market‟     

Yemsa, in other words, does not distinguish the differences 

between possessive, source and purposive genitive. They have 

the same semantic reference. 

However, source genitive, from where some thing is brought is 

expressed with {-ki}. Let us consider the following two examples:   

1.  foofa – ki   buna                

    foofa - gen Coffee         

   „Coffee of Fofa‟   



 

2    deri – ki      eesa 

     deri   gen.    honey 

.    „Honey of Deri‟ 

3.1.4.5 Instrumental Case 

 The Instrumental case encodes the instrument with which an 

action is carried out (Blake,       1994). In Yemsa, an Instrument 

that is used to perform different activities is marked 

morphologically. The bound morpheme {-k} that indicates the 

instruments is suffixed to the nouns. The following are a few 

examples: 

1. bar   ku∫u   baa – s   -  on   siko – k  karɁ   – i 

    he   hand   3s – def – acc  knife   ins  cut – per  

    „He cut his hand with a knife‟ 

2. bar   bar – in    haaro    – k    iʧ   - i  

    she   3s – acc  stick –    ins    hit - per 

    „She hit him with a stick‟ 

 



 

3. bar  maaa - s - on  ebo - k   kee   wor - i 

    he  hyena–def -acc  spear-ins  stabbing  kill - per 

    „He killed a hyena with a spear‟  

4.  bar  buloo  - s – on  kaʧmija  - k    kaʧ -    e 

     He  farm – def –   acc   hoe  -  ins   plough – per 

      „He ploughed the farm with a hoe‟ 

3.1.4.6 Comitative Case 

The comitative case that shows the notion of “companion with” is 

marked with {-nen} after nouns ending with vowel or {-en) after 

nouns ending with consonants. The following are some examples. 

1. ta   naa –    s   – en 

    I   boy –   def – com 

    „I with the boy‟ 

2.  bar assiɲaa  –  s  -en    

    she teacher  -def – com- 

    „She with the teacher‟ 



 

3. bar   asuu – s –   en   ham – i 

     he man – def – com    go – per 

    „He went with the man‟ 

4.  inno kanaa   - s    - en 

    we    dog    -  def –  com 

    „We with the dog‟ 

5. bar  assiɲa   –  nen   ham -  i  

    he   teacher   com      go   - per 

    „He went with a teacher‟ 

3.1.4.7 Locative Case 

Location in Yemsa is expressed with morphemes, such as {-n} 

and {-si}, and complete lexical items like te∫a. ta, orfo and 

gerakalo, which show the origin of something or somebody. Look 

at the following examples: 

1. bar   deri -     n    je – 

   he   Deri   - loc    came   

   „He came from Deri‟     



 

      

2. tesfaye toobu – n    mija  waag – e  

   tesfaye Tobba – loc   cow   buy – per 

   „Tesfaye bought a cow from Tobba‟ 

A point within an area or a space is expressed with {-si}. The 

following are some examples. 

1. saat`ini   s -     si   kunsu  

 box       def-     in    put 

 „Put it in the box‟ 

Locations like „near „, „on‟, „under‟,‟ behind‟ and „outside‟ are 

expressed with different lexical items, such as  te∫a. ta, orfo and 

gerakalo as in the examples below:  

1. fizoo -   s    hiɁo – si     te∫a. 

goat - def   tree -  def   near 

„The goat near the tree‟ 

 

 



 

2. kasaa -    s       hiɁo –    s     ta 

 Bird   -   def     tree –   def   on 

 „The bird on the tree‟ 

3. hañaa  –    s    asu –    sa -       orfo 

 donkey –   def   man   def –    behind 

 „The donkey behind the man‟ 

4.  saat‟ini –  si     gerakalo 

    box    - def   outside 

   „Outside the box‟ 

3.1.4.8 Vocative case 

Vocative is a noun, a pronoun or an adjective used when calling 

somebody. This case is marked with a prefix an-. Some words, 

often in plural, lack this prefix. The following examples 

demonstrate this: 

1.  an- naa             You boy ! 

2.  an-nawa             You girl ! 

3.  nitto                   You (pl)! 



 

4.  naangota             You  children ! 

5.  an-asu               You man ! 

3.2 Derivation of Nouns 

Derivations of nouns refer to the formation of nouns from verbs, 

adjectives and nouns themselves. 

3.2.1 Verbal Noun Derivation. 

 In Yemsa, there are a number of nouns that are formed from 

verbs. The following lists demonstrate verbal noun derivation in 

Yemsa. 

Root words                       Derived nominal Gloss 

      kass-                                   kasso   „to play‟ 

      waag-                               waago „to buy‟ 

      meɁ-                                   meɁu                „to wash‟ 

       mams-                             mamsu „to ask‟ 

       m-                                    Mu „to eat‟ 

       u∫-                                    u∫a                  „to drink‟ 



 

        karɁ-                                karɁa „to cut‟ 

        im-                                   Ima „to give‟ 

     op‟- /hop‟-                       op`a/ho`pa „to take‟ 

        eel-                                  Eela „to run‟ 

Table 6: Verbal Noun Derivation 

Though there is no a single morpheme that derives a verbal noun, 

there is a tendency for the derivational affix to be a back vowel –

u, -a, or –o. 

The following are some examples of verbal nouns. 

1. kasso maɁar  

  „To play is good‟ 

2. ta ako waago-na-k   ∫olefan 

     „I want to buy a hen‟ 

3. assiɲas innotin mamsu ∫unter 

 „The teacher like to ask question‟ 

 



 

3.2.2 Gerundive Nominal Derivation 

Yemsa does not make distinction between gerundive and verbal 

nominal. Therefore, the form of gerundive nominal is the same as 

the verbal noun. Consider the following examples: 

Root  Gerundive 

nominal            

Gloss 

 haɁ -                              haɁu „throwing‟ 

 waag-                          Waago „buying‟ 

  fill-                             f illo „jumpping‟ 

 miɁ-                               miɁa „laughing‟ 

  eel-                              Eela „running‟ 

  meɁ-                              meɁu „washing‟ 

  keer-                            Keerá „building‟ 

   teeg-                            Teego „calling‟ 

   wor-                             Woru „killing‟ 

Table7: Gerundive Nominal Derivation 



 

Below are some example sentences with gerundive nominal: 

1. ∫uɁini haɁu mau 

    „Throwing stone is bad‟ 

2.  maama waago  ∫olsir 

     „Buying clothes is important‟ 

3. bar fillo ∫unar 

     „He likes jumping‟ 

In the examples, the gerundive nominal are the one in bold. 

 3.2.3 Result Nominal Derivation 

  In Yemsa, result nominal, which is sometimes called product 

nominal, is derived from verbs. They are derived with the 

morpheme {-to} as shown in the examples below:  

 

 

 

 



 

Table 8: Result Nominal Derivation 

In the examples, aatta „dead‟ the vowel of the derivational affix –to 

is changed into –a in harmony with the vowel of the root. This is 

not the case, however, in katto „cut‟. The consonant of the 

derivational affix –to completely assimilate to the root final 

consonant in fooʧ-to[fooʧ-ʧo] „peeled‟. 

Consider the following sentences  

1. mesto fa∫ko ot∫o-naa-s-on karɁ-i   

   „Broken glass pierced my foot‟ 

Root verbs Derivations Gloss 

mes- mes-to     „broken‟ 

aat- aat-ta     „dead‟ 

kat-  kat-to     „cut‟ 

bog- bok-to     „demolishsed‟ 

fooʧ  -  fooʧ-ʧo    „peeled‟ 

Kalas- kala-to    „cracked‟ 



 

2. aatta asu aane jaadattefe 

     „Dead is not remembered‟ 

3. ta isa kato daabbo maan 

    „I ate a piece of bread‟ 

3.2.4 Abstract Nominal 

In Yemsa, abstract nouns are formed from adjectives and nouns. 

The following are a few examples. 

Root Gloss Abstract 

nominal 

Gloss 

maɁar                       „kind‟ maɁa-a   „kindness‟ 

tukam   „poor‟ tukam-a                                 „poverty‟ 

wiis    „thief‟ wiis –a                                   „theft‟ 

beez „brave‟ beez-a  „bravery‟ 

teʧum „wise‟ teʧum-a „wisdom‟ 

dig „fearful‟ dig -a                                        „fear‟ 

Table 9: Abstract Nominal 



 

The abstract nominal derivational suffix is –a, which is added to 

nouns or adjectives. In maɁa-a, the root final /r/ is deleted before 

adding the abstract nominal deriving affix.   

Here are some examples that show abstract nominal in the 

sentences 

1. tukama oomsu wuza 

    „Poverty is ugly‟ 

2. abataas wiisa aane  ∫unfe 

    „My father does not like theft‟ 

3. beeza asuni geɁsir  

    „Bravey makes people proud‟ 

3.2.5 Instrument Nominal 

In Yemsa instrument nouns are derived from verbs. They are 

derived in different ways. While some of them change their final 

vowels, others have the same form as their base forms. The rest 

nouns are formed with suffix {-mija}. Consider the following 

examples. 

 



 

 

 

Verb Gloss (v) Instrument 

nominal                         

Gloss 

bojsu „ hook‟ bojs-a „instrument used to 

hook‟ 

waarɁa „ pull‟ waar‟ -o                      „instrument to pull 

out‟ 

foka „ throw‟ fok-o                           „locking stick‟ 

kulfu    „ lock‟ kulfu    „bolt‟ 

futu „sweep‟ Futu „broom‟ 

kaaʧoo „plough‟ kaaʧa-mija                     „hoe‟ 

waa∫aa                            „prepare‟ waa∫a-mija                     „instrument  

to prepare kocho‟ 

Table 10:  Instrumental Nominals 

 



 

In a few cases, verb final vowel dissimilates itself in height in 

instrument nominal derivation. In bojsu „hook‟, the final vowel 

changes into –a in the instrument nominal form. To the contrary, 

verb final /a/ in waar’a „pull‟ and foka „throw‟ is changed to –o in 

the instrumental noun form. The verbs kulfu „lock‟ and futu 

„sweep‟ have the same forms as their instrument nominal forms. A 

few instrument nouns, such as kaaʧoo „plough‟ and waa∫aa 

„prepare‟ derive their instrumental nominal form by affixing –mija. 

It is important to note that verb final long vowel becomes short 

when –mija is added.                          

The example below show instrumental nouns in a sentence: 

1. ta maamni bojsa waage-n 

    „I bought a hook for my clothe‟ 

2. gamalaasi kulfu kiite 

    „A bolt of the door was broken‟ 

3. futu-s   kiite 

   „The broom was broken‟ 

 

 



 

3.2.6 Group Identity nominal 

Group identity nouns of Yemsa are formed with different affixes. 

The most common affix is {-iɲɲa}.  Below are some examples: 

Yemsa                                            Gloss 

gab-iɲɲa                                           „people in the  market, traders‟ 

 bul-iɲɲa                                           farmer 

 wost- iɲɲa worker 

 ood- iɲɲa guard 

Table 11: Group Identity 

Only a one group identity nominal derived with {-wo} is found: 

maza-wo „wounded‟                                                          

3.2.7 Compounding 

Compounding is a process whereby a word is formed by 

combining two or more different words (cf. Payne. 1997). 

In Yemsa, Compounding nominal is derived by combining (noun – 

noun) to which a suffixing {-ni} is attached. A few compound 

nouns are also formed by joining adjective –noun. Below are 

some examples of compound noun formation:  



 

kas-ni  -   keja                      kasnikeja                                                                                                            

bird-of       house              „nest‟                                                                  

tu∫-ni  -   into                         tu∫niinto                               

injera-of –mother                „step mother‟ 

tu∫-ni  -   aba                         tu∫-niaba                          

 injera-of – father                 „step father‟     

 boto-ni  -   keja                    botonikeja                                                                                

 bee   -of-   house                „hive' 

faz-ni asu                             fazniasu                     

horse-of man              „horse man‟ 

hugu-ni asu                           hugunasu                        

force-of- man     „forceful‟ 

The following are examples of compounding nouns in a sentence: 

1 .ta kasinikeja   dan -i-      n 

    I      nest         find -per-1s 

  „I found a nest‟ 



 

2. taa tu∫niinto    majna waag-e-te 

my step mother  cloth   buy- per- 

       „My step mother bought me clothes‟ 

3. buliɲɲa -s  botoni-keya masi    -r 

Farmer   def      hive     make-imp 

        „The farmer makes a hive‟ 

In this chapter, we have discussed inflection and derivation of 

nouns. In the section of the inflectional morphology, we have 

shown how number, gender and case are expressed in Yemsa. In 

the section of word formation, we have discussed how nouns, 

such as verbal, result and abstract nouns are derived with 

different affixes. We have also shown that a noun can be derived 

through compounding. Most compound nouns have N-N or Adj-N 

combination. The morpheme {-ni-} links two nouns or an adjective 

and a noun that make the compound noun. In the following 

chapter, we shall discuss the morphology of pronouns.  

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER 4- MORPHOLOGY OF PRONOUNS 

4.1 Subject Pronouns 

In order to find out the pronouns and the shapes of Yemsa, a 

number of sentences were elicited. The following sentences are 

sample lists that will help to identify the subject pronouns.     

1. ta  mija  waag  -  e -   n 

    I   cow   buy   -   per – 1s 

    „I bought a cow‟ 

2.  inno  mija   waag  - e -    ni     

     we    cow    buy    - per – 2pl 

    „We bought a cow‟ 

3.  nee   mija    waag – e  - t 

    you    cows     buy – per – 2s 

    „You bought a cow‟ 

 

 



 

4. nitto mija    waag  - se  - ti 

    you  cow     buy   - per – 2pl 

    „You bought a cow‟ 

5.  bar   mija    waag  - e 

    she  cow    buy  -     per 

    „She bought a cow‟ 

6.  bar    mija    waag  - e 

     he   cow     buy -      per  

     „He bought a cow‟ 

7.  basa- kiɁo   mija    waag – s -   e 

     they    pl     cow    buy –  3pl – per 

    „They bought a cow‟ 

8.  baasso         mija     waags-ee-   te     

     They (pol)   cow     buy    -per-   3pl 

    „They (pol) bought a cow‟ 

 



 

9. niino         mija     waags   -ee -    ni 

    You (pol)   cow     buy -     per-    2pl 

    „You bought a cow‟ 

10. nii            mija       waag -  e  -ni 

      You (pol)  cow       buy-   per -2s 

      „You  bought a cow‟ 

11. baas       mija      waag-e-   te 

      she (pol) cow     buy –per -  3s 

      „she (pol) bought a cow‟  

The following table provides the summary of subject pronouns of 

Yemsa: 

Person Pronoun Gloss 

1s ta „I‟ 

1p inno  „we‟ 

2s nee „you(s)‟ 



 

2spol nii „you (spol)‟ 

2p niito „you(p)‟ 

2ppol niino „you(ppol)‟ 

3s bar „he/she/it‟ 

3spol baas „he/she (spol) 

3plm basakijo                         „they (m)‟ 

3plf barikijo „they (f) 

3ppol baasso „they(pol)‟ 

Table 12: subject pronouns 

In the pronouns, plural is expressed with {-o). The first person 

varies, ta versus in-, the second person is nii- and third person 

ba-. 

4.2 Possessive Pronouns 

Possessive pronouns of Yemsa are formed from subject 

pronouns by adding the possessive marker {-r}. Consider the 

following examples: 

 



 

1. kejaa   - s      taa-r 

   house - def     1sposs  

   „The house is mine‟ 

2. kejaa -   s      inno -r 

   house - def    1pposs  

   „The house is ours‟ 

3. kejaa   -    s       basa-r  

  house  -   def      3sposs 

  „The house is his‟ 

4. kejaa -  s      bari-r 

  house  def  - 3sf 

  „The house is hers‟ 

5. kejaa -  s     baasso - r 

  house -def   3pposs 

  „The house is theirs‟ 

 



 

6. kejaa   - s    nee -r 

    house - def  yours (s) 

    „The house is yours‟ 

7. kejaa     - s    niino -r 

    house – def  2ppol 

    „The house is yours‟ 

8. kejaa -    s   nitto -r 

     house - def   2Pposs  

     „The house is yours‟ 

 9.  kejaa     -  s       nii-r 

      house     def     2sposs 

       „The house is yours‟ 

10. kejaa  -s  basa- kiɁo-ni-r (bas-a-kito-ni-r (3pm)) 

     house -def  it-  p-3plposs  

       „The house is theirs‟ 

 



 

11. kejaa- s  bar-ikiɁoni-r/ bar-i- kito-ni-r 

    House-def   it- pl.      3pposs   

   „The house is theirs‟ 

 

The following summary shows possessive pronouns of Yemsa. 

Person Possessive pronoun Gloss 

1s taar            „mine‟ 

1p innor          „ours‟ 

2s neer          „yours(s)‟ 

2spol niir                                                              „yours(pol)‟ 

2p nittor      „yours(p)‟ 

2ppol niinor        „yours(ppol)‟ 

3sm basar                                                            „his‟ 

3sf barir          „hers‟ 

3pm basakiɁo-nir /basa kitonir                                „theirs (m)‟ 



 

3pf barikiɁonir/barikitonir                                      „theirs (f)‟ 

3ppol baassor                                                           „theirs (pol) 

Table 13: Possessive pronouns 

4.3 Object Pronouns 

Object pronouns of Yemsa are formed by adding an accusative 

marker –n to the subject pronouns. In plural and polite forms of 

the object pronouns, a plural marker –t- is used. Consider the 

following a few examples.       

1. bar   taa-n     mams   - i 

    he.  ls. – acc   ask    - per 

    „He asked me‟ 

2. bar       bari-n    mams   - i 

     he.      3sm-acc   ask     - per 

     „He asked him‟ 

3.   bar     baro-n   mams   - i 

      he.     3sf-acc     -ask   - per 

      „He asked her‟ 



 

 

4. bar    baasso-ti-n    mams  -   i 

     he      3p-    pl -acc -ask   -   per 

     „He asked them‟ 

5. bar   inno-ti-n   mams      -  i 

     he.    1p-pl-acc     ask      - per 

     „He asked us‟ 

6.  bar    niino-ti-n             mams   - i 

     he.    2p-pl (pol) -acc   ask    - per 

     „He asked you (pol)‟ 

7. bar    nitto-ti-n        mams  - i 

    he.   2p-pl  - acc      ask   - per 

    „He asked you (Pl)‟ 

 

 

 



 

8. bar     nee-n     mams   - i 

     he.     2s -acc     ask     - per 

     „He asked you (s)‟ 

The following is the summary of object pronouns  

Person Object pronoun Gloss 

1s taa-n    `me‟ 

1p inno-ti-n „us‟ 

2s nee-n „you ( s)‟ 

2p nitto-ti-n „you ( p)‟ 

2pol niino-ti-n „you ( pol)‟ 

3sm bari-n „him‟ 

3sf baro-n „her‟ 

  3pol       baasi-n  him/her (pol)‟ 

  3p       baasso-ti-n    them‟  

Table 14: Object pronouns 

 

 

 



 

4.4 Possessive Adjectives 

Possessive adjectives and subject pronouns of Yemsa have the 

same form. The subject pronouns we have seen earlier serve as 

possessive adjectives without any change in form. A slight formal 

difference is observed only in third person singular basa „he‟ and 

bari „she‟. Consider the following examples: 

1. hamba  taa   keja 

    this     my   house 

  „This is my house‟ 

2. hamba   bari  keja 

     this      her     house 

   „This is her house‟ 

3. hamba  basa   keja 

   this     his    house     

   „This is his house‟ 

 

 



 

4. Hamba  inno   keja 

   this        our    house 

   „This is our house‟ 

5.  Hamba   baasso   keja 

    this          their         house 

    „This is their house‟ 

6.  hamba    niino            keja 

 This     your (Ppol) house 

 „This is  your    house‟ 

7.  Hamba  nitto    keja 

 This    your (Pl)  house 

 „This is your house‟ 

8.  Hamba  nee      keja 

This     your /s/  house 

„This is your house‟ 

 



 

 9. hamba       ni               keja 

     This         your (pol)     house 

     „This is your  house‟ 

10.  hamba    baas             keja 

      This   his/her/ (pol)     house 

      This is her / his  house 

The possessive adjectives are summarized as follows: 

Person Possessive 

adjective 

Gloss 

1s.   taa „my‟ 

1p.  inno „our‟ 

2s.   nee „your(s)‟ 

2spol. nii „your (spol)‟   

2p.  nitto 'your(p)‟ 

2ppol.  niino „your(ppol)‟ 



 

3sm basa „his‟ 

3sf bari „her‟ 

3spol baas „her/his( pol)‟ 

3p basso „their‟ 

Table 15: possessive adjectives 

4.5 Demonstrative Pronouns 

In Yemsa, demonstrative pronouns have different forms 

depending on the person or object referred to. The 

demonstratives also distinguish polite forms.   

 

Yemsa Gloss 

han-bar  

han-i  

han-is 

     han-ba 

„this locating but not touching‟ 

„this near to the speaker, 

„this locating or touching the object‟ 

„this, near‟ 

 



 

      jes 

      jes-bar 

      jes-iis 

„that‟ 

„that one‟ 

„that one defnite‟ 

      ek-baasso 

      jes-baasso (pol) 

      jes-barikiɁo  

„those men‟ 

„those men (pol)‟ 

„those women (pl.) 

     han-isikiɁo 

     han-baasso (pol) 

     han-barikiɁo  

     han-basakiɁo  

     han-isees 

     han-isakiɁo 

„these ones‟ 

„these ones (pol) 

„these girls‟ 

„these boys‟ 

„these things‟ 

„these  boys (impolite)‟ 

Table 16: Demonstrative pronouns 

 

 

 



 

Here are some example sentences: 

1.  hamba  taa    keja. 

     This       my  house 

    „This is my house‟ 

2. hambar aamba? 

    This     what 

   „What is this?‟ 

3. „jes   kana   oonirin?‟ 

   That   dog   whose 

   „Whose dog is that?‟ 

4. ek barikito  taa  mija 

   Those          my  cow 

   „Those are my cows‟ 

5. hambaasso inno koon 

    These         our   relatives  

    „These are our relatives 



 

4.6 Reflexive Pronouns 

In Yemsa, reflexive pronouns are formed by suffixing {-aalla} to 

the subject pronouns. The following summary illustrates this. 

Person Reflexive pron.                                                    Gloss 

1s ta    -  aalla                                                                   „myself‟ 

2p inno    - aalla   „ourselves‟ 

2s nee    - aalla (s)         „yourself‟ 

2spol nii     - aalla  (spol) „yourself‟ 

2p niitto   - aalla  „yourselves‟ 

2ppol niino–aalla (pol)   „yourselves‟ 

3sf bar  -  aalla    „herself‟ 

3sm(neuter) bar   - aalla „himself‟ 

3p baasso - aalla  „themselves‟ 

Table 17: Reflexive pronouns  

Below are some examples sentences showing reflexive pronouns: 

1.ta aalla jaan 

   „I myself came‟ 

 



 

2. bar aalla taan teege  

   „She herself called me‟ 

3. bar aalla miɁi 

  „he himself laughed‟ 

4. baasso aalla waagba  mamussete 

   „They themselves asked the price‟ 

5.  inno aalla jooni 

   „We ourselves will come‟ 

6. niino aalla baron haŋ ku∫∫era efsoni 

   „You yourselves bring it‟ 

7. nii aalla baron haŋ ku∫∫era efoni 

   „You yourself bring it‟ 

4.7 Reciprocal Pronouns 

Reciprocal pronouns are formed by reduplication of pronouns. 

The forms of these pronouns vary based on the age (elders), 

gender and number of the subjects. The following examples 

illustrate this. 



 

  baassonna baassonna ( pol)                                                         

  banna baree  (a male-a female)                                     

„They each other‟ 

  banna banna (m) 

  bare bare (f) 

  innonna innonna                                                                                

  innotna  innotna(pol)                                                                          

„we each other‟ 

   nittotna  nittotna                                                                  

„You each other‟ 

  niinotna niinotna ( pol ) 

4.8 Interrogative Pronouns 

All interrogative pronouns of Yemsa begin with vowels. Among 

them five pronouns begin with „a‟ whereas three pronouns begin 

with „o‟. The interrogatives pronouns, except awu „what‟, aj 

„where‟, and amboora „why,‟ have long vowels at initial position. 

The following examples demonstrate this.                        

 



 

  Interrogative Pronoun                       Gloss 

awu                                                          „What‟ 

amboor′a  /awniboor′a                             „why‟ 

aj                                                               where‟ 

aakka                                                        „how‟    

aage                                                         „when‟ 

aaffa                                                         „which‟             

oo                                                             „who‟ 

ooni                                                         „whose‟ 

oonnin                                                     „whom‟  

Table 18: Interrogative pronouns 

Here are some example sentences showing interrogative 

pronouns. 

1. aage joo-ta 

   „When will you come?‟ 

 



 

2.  oombe abaane 

   „Who is your father?‟ 

3. amboor′a taan teegseni 

   „Why did you call me?‟ 

4. hamba ooni kejan 

    „Whose cow is this?‟ 

4.9 Indefinite Pronouns 

In Yemsa, indefinite pronouns exist as single or compound words.  

Zuuttam baase „everything or all‟ and isazane aafa „anything or 

none‟ are compound words whereas the rest are single words. 

Consider the following examples:  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Indefinite pronoun                           Gloss 

  awto                                            „something‟ 

  aafa                                             „nothing  or no‟ 

     rɁuma. (Zuuttam baase)               „everything‟ 

  isazane aafa                            „any thing or  none` 

Table 19: Indefinite pronouns 

4.10 Selective Pronouns 

According to Fekede (2011), selective pronouns are used to 

select or single out individuals or an individual or item (s) from 

many others. Selective pronouns of Yemsa are formed from 

subject pronouns, such as inno „we‟ nitto „you‟ and baasso „they 

„.A suffix -ssin is added to each subject pronoun. isa- in each 

pronoun refers to „one‟. Consider the following examples: 

1. inno – ssin    isa - nnis 

   we – among   one 

    „One of us‟ 

 



 

2.  baasso-ssin  isa-jis 

    they. -  among    one 

    „One of them‟ 

3.  nitto-ssin   isa-j 

    you.  - among        one 

    „One of you‟ 

4.11 Restrictive Pronouns 

In Yemsa, restrictive pronouns are formed by reduplication of 

subject pronouns. Restrictive pronouns, like the subject and 

possessive pronouns are inflected for politeness. The following 

examples show the forms of restrictive pronouns: 

Person Restrictive pronoun                          

Gloss 

1s   ta ta                                            „I alone‟ 

1p   innoinno                                „we alone‟ 

2s  nene                                 „You (s) alone‟     



 

2spol niinii                     You (pol) alone‟ 

2p nittonitto               „You(p) alone‟ 

2ppol niinoniino         „You (Ppol) alone‟  

3sm  barbar                         He alone 

3sf barbar                          She alone 

3p baassobaasso           They alone 

Table 20: Restrictive pronouns 

Consider the following example sentences with restrictive 

pronouns. 

1. bar bar ja 

   „She came alone‟ 

2. naas bar bar hami  

   „The boy went alone‟ 

3. baasso baasso buna kujgisete. 

   ‘They drank coffee alone‟ 

 



 

4. inno inno wosteni. 

    „We worked alone‟ 

4.12 Non-Selective Pronouns  

Non - selective pronouns show the inclusion of every one in a 

given team or group. Non-selective pronouns of Yemsa vary 

based on the number of participants and status of persons. The 

word zuutira „all of‟ attached to the pronouns shows the notion of 

non-selective pronoun. Consider the next examples: 

   1.ta  nittotin zuutira  arifan.    

      I   you       all of      know. 

      „I know all of you‟ 

   2.bar baassotin zuutira teege 

      She  them       all of   called 

      „She called all of them‟   

   3.baasso   zuttere             keʧʧissete 

      them   all of /respect/  loughed 

      „All of them loughed‟ 



 

4.13 Exclusive Pronouns 

Exclusive pronoun is expressed with isanne „none‟ which follows 

plural or polite forms of pronouns. The examples below show 

forms of exclusive pronouns.  

1.innossin isanne                   „None of us‟ 

2.nittossin    isanne                „None of You‟ 

3.niinossin  isanne                 „None of You (Ppol)‟ 

4.baassossinisanne               „None of them (pol)‟ 

5.barikiɁonissinisanne            „None of them (F)‟ 

6.basakiɁonissinisanne          „None of them ( M )‟ 

The following sentences show exclusive pronouns in sentences: 

1. nittossin   isanne  foofa aane  hame 

    „None of you went Foofa‟                    

2. innossin   isanne aane odoweni   

    „None of us  heard‟ 

 



 

3. baassossin    isanne   taak aane bussoto 

    „None of them told me‟  

In chapter four, we have discussed pronouns of Yemsa. Forms of 

subject, object, and possessive pronouns are shown. What is 

more, selective, non-selective, exclusive, restrictive, indefinite and 

other forms of pronouns were expounded. In the next chapter, 

verb morphology of Yemsa will be discussed.                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER 5- VERB MORPHOLOGY 

5.1 Inflection of Verb. 

In this section, the inflection of verbs for person, gender, number, 

tense, mood and negation will be discussed. 

5.1.1. Person 

In Yemsa, verbs are inflected for person as an agreement 

phenomenon. Consider the following examples 

1. ta  mija  waag  -  e -   n 

     I   cow   buy   -  per – 1s 

    „I bought a cow‟ 

2.  inno  mija   waag  - e - ni 

     we     cow    buy    - per – 2pl 

     „We bought a cow‟ 

3.  nee   mija    waag – ee  - t 

    you (s)  cows  buy – per – 2s 

    „You bought a cow‟ 



 

4. nitto  mija    waag  - s-e  -      ti 

   you     cow     buy   - def-per – 2pl 

   „You bought the cow‟ 

5.  bar   mija    waag  - e 

    she    cow    buy  -    per 

    „She bought a cow‟ 

6.  bar    mija    waag  - e 

    he      cow     buy -    per  

    „He bought a cow‟ 

7.  basa- kiɁo   mija    waag – s – t -e [waagisse] 

      they   pl     cow    buy –  def – per 

    „They bought a cow‟ 

The next three examples show respect expressions.  

1.  nii            mija     waag  -  e  - ni 

    you (pol)    cow      buy -  per – 2s (pol) 

     „You bought a cow‟ 



 

2. niino       mija    waags  -  e  -  ni 

    you(pol) cow       buy   -   per – 2Ppol 

    „You (Ppol)   bought a cow‟ 

3. baasso      mija   waags  -  e  -  te 

   they (pol)  cow    buy   -   perf   - 3p(pol) 

   „They(pol) bought a cow‟ 

The following is the summary of person markers  

   Person                                         Person marker 

 1s                              - n 

 1p                              - ni 

  2s                                      - t 

  2p                                      - ti 

  2spol                                                           -ni                                                            

 2ppol                                                             -ni                                       

 3sf                                                                Ø  



 

3sm                                          Ø 

 3p                                                                 -te 

                           

 3Ppol                                 te 

Table 21: Person markers 

As can be seen in the summary, verbs of Yemsa are inflected for 

person except 3 singular masculine and feminine, in which case it 

becomes zero. 

5.1.2 Gender 

The verbs of Yemsa are inflected for gender. Masculine is 

expressed with –e whereas the feminine with –a. Consider the 

following examples. The inflection of gender, however, is not 

always overt as it overlaps with perfect aspect. 

1.  naa-ta(s )       je 

    „My son      came‟ 

2.  naanaa(s)           ja 

    „My daughter   came‟   



 

3.  bar  daabbo   me  

     he  bread    ate 

     „He ate bread‟ 

4.  bar   daabbo    ma 

     he   bread       ate 

      „She ate bread‟ 

5.1.3 Number 

Verbs of Yemsa are inflected for number. The following examples 

demonstrate this: 

1. asuu -   s   ham - i 

    man - def   go   - per 

    „The man went‟ 

2. asuu  - s -  akiɁo     ham  -  e-    se(e) 

    man – def - pl      go  -    per –   3pl 

    „The men went‟ 

 



 

3. naagot  - i -    s - akiɁo   mu      me –     se(e)      

    boy  -     epe   - def -  pl   food     ate -    3pl 

    „The boys ate food‟ 

4. naa -    s -      di 

    boy – def - sat 

    „The boy sat down‟ 

5. naagot -i- s –     akiɁo     di -     se(e) 

     doy –      def –      pl       sat –    3pl 

     „The boys sat down‟  

The singular is not marked but the plural is shown with –(s) e.  

5.1.4 Tense 

In Yemsa, time is divided into three past, present and future. 

5.1.4.1 Past Tense 

In Yemsa, past tense expressed with three morphemes –i, -e, and 

–a.  The morpheme –i was found with masculine and feminine 

subjects but –e occurs with a masculine noun and –a with 

feminine subject noun. In other words, gender influences the 



 

shape of the past marker and that the same form shows both 

tense and gender. Consider the following sentential examples. 

1.  naa-s         d – i 

    boy             per  

    „The boy sat‟  

2.  bar     bar   - in    iʧ  – i 

    she     3s   -  acc   hit – per 

    „She hit him‟ 

3.  bar    ku∫u   baa -  s -    on    karɁ  -   i 

    he     hand   3s     def - acc – cut – per 

    „He cut his hand‟ 

    Perfective marker {-e} 

4.  asuu -   s     akiɁo    ham  -  e  -  tee 

     man – def    pl.        go   -  per   3pl 

    „The men went‟ 

5.  ta  fizo   waag  -  e-  n 



 

  I  goat    buy   -   per   1s 

  „I bought a goat‟ 

6.  bar  bulo -  s –    on     bul – e 

      he farm - def – acc    plough - per 

      „He ploughed the farm‟ 

 Perfective marker {-a }  

7. bar  me∫met  - baa  - s – on  -  ma  

   she   lunch -   3sf, - def – acc – eat 

   „She ate her lunch. 

8. bar   - (jo)     j -        a 

     she             come  - per  

     „she came‟ 

9. ta  me∫met–naa –s  -  on  maa  -n 

    I   lunch    1s-  def – acc- ate -1s  

    „I ate my lunch‟ 

 



 

  5.1.4.2 Present Tense 

Present tense which expresses an incomplete action is marked by 

the morpheme -r. It is often preceded by agreement person 

markers .The following examples illustrate this. 

1.  inno   asma   ete-  ni -    r 

    we   asma   play – 2pl – imp 

    „We play Asma‟ 

2.  bar   maama    meɁi  -   r  

    she   clothe    wash – imp 

    „She washes cothes‟ 

3. ta  `asma`   kasse – na  - r 

    I  asma        play –   ls - imp 

    „I play „asma‟‟   

4.  bar      aruni - keer  hama  - r 

     he       school          go -      imp 

    „He goes to school‟ 



 

5.  baasso   buna    et- i     -sete     - r 

    they     coffee   make –  3pl -     imp 

    „They make coffee‟ 

5.1.4.3 Future Tense 

The future marker of Yemsa is the same the present tense. That 

means yemsa has only perfective and imperfectve hence not 

making tense division of present and future. Consider the 

following examples.  

1. ta   fizo   waago   -  na-    r  

     I  goat    buy         - 1s    imp 

    „I will buy a goat‟ 

2.   nee  wono          joo      -t -  a      -r  

     you   tomorrow  come –  2s        imp   

     „You will come tomorrow‟  

3. inno  wono     joo    –ni-     r 

   we  tomorrow  come - 1s  imp 

   „We will come tomorrow‟  



 

4. baasso buna  toko – nee  -r 

     they    coffee  plant - 3p   imp 

    „They will plant coffee‟ 

5.  nee innotin argasu-  ta-    r  

     You     1pl   help      1pl- imp       

    „You will help us‟ 

5.1.4.5 Interrogatives 

In Yemsa questions are formed in two ways. Questions that 

require yes-no response are formed by attaching morphemes on 

the verbs or agreement person markers. Wh- questions are 

formed using lexical items. 

5.1.4.5. 1 Yes - No Questions. 

In Yemsa questions that require yes-no response are marked  

with –o. Aspect marker often preceded the question marker.  

1. nee   a∫a     ∫unta – r-o? 

   you    meat     like   -imp- que 

   „Do you like meat?‟ 



 

2. ta    a∫a     ∫unna -   r-   o? 

    I    meat    like     -imp- que 

     „Do I like meat?‟ 

3.  bar   a∫a     ∫una -  r-o? 

     She   meat   like   - imp-que 

     „Does she like   meat?‟ 

4.  bar    a∫a      ∫una -  r-     o? 

     he   meat     like  - imp-   que 

     „Does he like meat?‟ 

5.  inno    asma     kasso- nii – r   -o?  

      we     asma     play -  2P –imp- que 

    „Will we play „asma‟?‟  

The imperfective marker –r is changed to –n in sentences whose 

subjects are plural. It seems –n mark both plural and imperfect. 

The following are some examples. 

 



 

1. nitto   ark′a    naagot -  n-o -      so 

    you    male    boys    -    imp-que – 2P 

    „Are you boys?‟ 

2. baasso ma∫kameja  -  n-   o 

they      women     - imp-que 

„Are they women?‟ 

3.  bar zeemo - nee    zomo - ne -   n-o(o) 

he  before – 2s   friend    .2s    -imp- que 

„Was he your friend?‟ 

Sentences in the perfective aspect attach yes-no question  

marked –o after the perfective marker –t as shown in the 

examples below:  

1. nee  - me∫meta  nee - s -   on -  maa – t-  o 

  you    lunch     - 2s - def   acc   ate  - per-  que 

  „Did you eat your lunch?‟ 

 



 

2. baasso  zawa    kemse –t  -e –   w    -o 

      they    snake    see -  3P:  per –epe- que.                    

     „Did they see a snake?‟ 

 

5.1.4.5. 2 The ‘Wh’ questions 

 In Yemsa, „wh‟ questions are represented lexically. Most of the 

wh-questions begin either with /a/ or /o/; hence, we may call them 

a(o)-questions. The table below shows the a(o)-questions 

    A(o)-questions Gloss 

Awu „What‟ 

 Aage „When‟ 

 Aj „where‟ 

 awagaan/awniboor′a „Why‟ 

Aaffa „Which‟ 

 Aakka „How‟ 

Oo „Who‟ 



 

 Ooniin „Whom‟ 

 Ooni „whose‟ 

Table 22: wh- questions 

The following example show the „a(o)-questions work in 

sentences. 

1.  nee     awu    ∫olefat? 

    he      what    want? 

    „What do you want?‟  

2.  bar     aagee   je? 

    he       when   came? 

    „When did he come?‟ 

3.  asu –  s    ajfe? 

    man - def   where 

    „Where is the man?‟ 

 

 



 

4. oonii      ebo - n? 

    Whose    spear - 

   „Whose spear is it?‟ 

5. nee  awniboorɁa / awagaan / gaʧit 

you            why                    open 

„Why did you open?‟ 

The syntactic position of the question words varies. A few 

question words can at the beginning of a sentence (e.g. oonii 

„whose‟); others occur in the middle (e.g. awu „what‟ and aagee 

„when;‟and still others occur at the end of a sentence (e.g. ajfe 

„where‟).  

5.2 Derivation of Verb. 

In this section we will discuss derivation of verbs, such as 

passive, accusative adjutative, intensive and reciprocal. 

5.2.1 Passive 

In Yemsa, a Passive verb is formed with suffix {-te}. Consider the 

following examples: 

 



 

1. mes – te                                   „be broken‟ 

2. wor – te                       „be killed‟ 

3. mamus – te                       „be asked‟ 

4. wiis – te                       „be stolen‟ 

5. kiiʧ-ʧe                                        be burnt‟ 

6. taa-te                                       „be arrested‟ 

5.2.2 Direct Causative 

Direct causative verbs show that someone directly causes 

someone to do an action. In Yemsa direct causative verbs are 

formed with the morphemes {-(s)i}.Consider the following 

examples:  

1.  tuʧ  -i   

     ‘feed morsel‟  

  2.  naar-si  /naati  

       „make someone to taste‟                                             

   3.  maa -  si   

        „make someone to eat‟ 



 

   4.  u∫ -   i        

       „Make  someone to drink‟ 

   5. maj -  si   

       „make  someone to wear‟            

   6.  kun-si      

       „make someone to sleep or to put‟ 

 7.  jeet –i                                                          

       „make someone to stand up‟ 

 

5.2.3 Indirect Causative 

Indirect causative verbs have the meaning that someone causes 

somebody to do an action. In Yemsa, indirect causative is marked 

by {-si}.  Below are some examples: 

 

 

 



 

 Indirect causative                                                Gloss 

1. bul -  si 

2. jii∫-si         jii∫∫ 

3. tok - si 

4.zuut–si       zuuss 

5. gaʧ  -si ga∫∫ 

„Causesomeone to plough‟ 

„Cause someone to dig‟ 

„Cause someone to plant‟ 

„Causesomeoneto harvest‟ 

„Cause someone to open‟ 

Table 23: Indirect causative 

5.2.4 Adjutative    

Adjutative verbs are the verbs that show someone who helps 

while she/he is doing an action. In Yemsa, the adjutative is 

derived with the same morpheme that derives indirect causative, 

that is, with {-si}.The following sentences show the derivation 

processes: 

 

 

 



 

             Adjutative           Gloss 

  kep‟- si difan 

mes-si difan 

feɁi-si difani 

 maa - si difan/tati-difan 

       „Help in picking‟ 

       „Help in breaking‟ 

        „Help in loading‟ 

        „Help in eating‟ 

Table 24: Adjutative 

5.2.5 Intensive 

Intensive verbs are type of verbs that show an action is performed 

intensively and repeatedly. In Yemsa, these verbs are formed by 

reduplication and addition of {-re} to the reduplicated root. Below 

are some examples: 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table 25: Intensive 

In some of the examples, the r of the intensifier –re assimilates to 

the preceding consonant, as in bogge and kep’p’e. 

 5.2.6 Reciprocal    

These are types of a verb that express an action performed by 

both sides as actors. The action is performed at the same time 

between the actors. Reciprocal verbs are derived by adding prefix 

Intensive                      Gloss 

  kiirɁ -   kiirɁ-re 

 kaʧ‟e - kaʧ`e-re 

bog-bogge /boke 

boke-re 

muɁi – muɁi-re 

 kep‟ -  kep‟-p‟e 

  sike -   sike-re 

 „Break into pieces‟  

Cut into pieces‟ 

 „Demolishcompletely‟„ 

Chop into 

pieces‟ 

Collect repeatedly‟  

Dispense completely‟ 



 

wol- ‘they‟ and a suffix –se, which sometimes becomes –sete. 

The following examples make clear the above explanation. 

Reciprocal                     Gloss 

   wol  -  iʧ   - ʧe 

   wol  -  wor -  se 

   wol  -  meɁi  - se 

   wol   -  mirɁam  - me 

   wol   -  argas -sete

                                                                                                      

wol   -  wiis  - sete             

   wol   -  teeg   - se 

     „Hit each other‟ 

     „Killed each other‟ 

      Insulted each other 

      „Hurt each other‟ 

     „Helped each other‟ 

      „Stole each other‟ 

        „Called each other‟ 

Table 26: Reciprocal 

 The consonant of the morpheme –se sometimes 

assimilates to the preceding root final consonants 

as in iiʧʧe and mirɁamme. 

 

 



 

5.2.7 Intensive Reciprocal      

Intensive reciprocal shows an action is by two actors against one 

another and that the action is 

done intensively or repeatedly. Intensive reciprocals is derived 

with morpheme showing reciprocal part of which, -se, in addition 

is reduplicated to show that the action is done repeatedly. Here 

below are some examples: 

 

Intensive reciprocal                  Gloss 

wol  -meɁi -se –sete 

                             

wol -teeg- se –sete 

 

wol -boɁe - se –sete 

 

 wol - wor -se- sete 

 „Insultedeachother 

repeatedly‟ 

„Calledoneanother 

repeatedly‟ 

 „Robbed one another 

severely‟      

 „Killed  each other    

severely‟  

   



 

 5.2.8 Causative Intensive 

Causative intensive expresses an action that somebody caused 

someone to do an action repeatedly. It is formed by complete 

reduplication of causative stem and addition of –re as shown in 

the examples below: 

 Causative intensive                      Gloss 

1.waasi–waasire/waasife-waasife „cryingrepeatedly‟ 

    Cry    - cry    

2.miʧi-miʧire/ miɁi meɁ„cause people tolaugh repeatedly                     

    Laugh   laugh         

3.tuʧi–tuʧire„ cause someone to feed morsel  repeatedly‟ 

    feed - feed        

 4.majsi –majsire„cause people to wear again and again‟ 

  Wear – Wear 

5.3 Moods 

In this sub-section, we shall discuss the imperative, jussive and 

conditional moods. We shall also deal with negation. 



 

5.3.1 Imperative 

In Yemsa imperative mood, which expresses command is not 

marked with different morpheme but the root or stem final vowel 

of the verb has rising tone. Below are a few examples. 

1.mesʹu   -ta     -ta 

   Break (cup)-   2s     not 

   Do not break 

2. miɁʹa        - ta     -ta 

     laugh      2s       not 

     „Do not laugh‟ 

3. hamʹa   -ta   -ta 

    go        2s     not 

   do not go 

4. kassʹo   -ta   -ta 

    play       2s    not 

    do not play 



 

5.3.2 Jussive  

Jussive in Yemsa has an –o or –u endings which are followed by 

object pronouns. Consider the following examples: 

 

5. t∫uusʹu   - ta    -ta 

    smoke    2s    not 

    do not smoke 

6. gamalaʹa –s     – on  – gaʧ 

    door        def-    acc   open 

    open the door 

7. wollʹa    jeetu 

   stop     talk 

   stop talking 

8. hani-jʹo   / ha-jʹo     

    here     come 

      come here 



 

 1.  kasso - na                       „let me play‟ 

 2.  eela   - ni             „let us run‟ 

 3.  kuna - ni                 „let us sleep 

 4.  hamo – so( to )                „let them go‟ 

 5.  u∫o – so (to)       „let them drink‟ 

 6.  kasso – wo       „let him play‟ 

 7.  hamo                   „let him go‟ 

 8.  hamu – n                   „let her(it) go‟ 

9.   hamo - nee– ta    „let them not go‟ 

10.  hama naa– ta    „let her not go‟ 

11.  hama naa – ta    „let him not go‟ 

5.3.3 Condition   

In Yemsa condition is expressed by the morpheme {-ne(e)}.The 

following examples demonstrate this. 

 

 



 

1. nee  hama- ∫akaata-ne,   ta-aafa waago-na -za 

   You   go      neg.   con.     1s  neg.     buy-  1s- fut. 

  „If you do not go, I will not buy‟ 

2. bar gaba  ham –faana –ne, sukkari waago– na   kaba 

  she market went -3sm –con,sugar  buy –3s  cop 

 „If he went to the market, he would buy sugar‟ 

3.baasso gaba  efsete –sinta –ne ,sukkari waag – sonee 

   They  market    went –    3pl – con,   sugar   buy -   3Pl 

   „If they went to the market, they would buy‟ 

4.bar  gaba  hamsin faana -ne ,sukari  waago - na  kaba 

  She  market  went - 3sm-  Con –sugar  buy - 3sm  cop, 

 „If he had gone to the market, he would have  

   bought sugar‟ 

5.3.4 Negation 

Negation in Yemsa is expressed with aane, aafa or ta.When aane 

and aafa negate affirmative sentences ta negates imperatives. 

Consider the following examples.  



 

1. bar aane   arifa                                

    „She does not know‟ 

2. ta aane arifat / ta aafa arunaza        

    „I don‟t know /   I will not know‟ 

3. nee aafa  fillotaza                                

   „You don‟t jump /  you will not jump‟ 

4. nee aafa muutaza                                            

   „You will not eat /  you do not eat‟ 

5. inno aafa hama   ʧimaniza / inno aafa ʧima   

   hamaniza                              

    „we cannot go‟ 

6. bar aane arife                                                     

    „he does not know /  he will not know‟ 

7.  mesu –ta- ta       

   Break you-not        „ Donot break‟ 

8.  hama- ta  -ta      



 

    Go you not              „Do not go‟ 

9.  miɁa  - ta- ta   

    Laugh you not       „Do not laugh‟ 

In conditional clause, negation is expressed with {-∫akaata-} or {- 

∫akaana-}. While {∫akaata-} comes with second person {∫akaana-} 

comes with the rest of subject pronouns. In addition, a negation 

marker {∫akasefate-} is interchangeably used with {∫akaana-} only 

with 3 person plural.   Here are some examples. 

1.   nee hama ∫akaata- ne   

      You go   neg-con                                                 

     „If you do not go‟  

2.   bar kunu  ∫akaana - ne   

     „If she does not sleep‟ 

3.  bar kunu ∫akaana - ne   

      „If he does not sleep‟ 

4.  ta kasso  ∫akaana - ne      

     „If  I do not play‟  



 

5.  baasso(3pl)   kasso ∫aksefaate-ne 

    „If they do not play‟                          

6.  barikito(3pl) kasso ∫akaana- ne  (∫aksefaanane) 

     „If they do not play‟                          

7. basakito (3p) kasso ∫akana- ne (∫aksefaanane ) 

     „If they do not play‟      

In this chapter, we have discussed the verb morphology including 

inflectional and derivational verb morphology. In the inflection 

section, we have discussed aspect and mood and in the section 

of verb derivation, we have discussed derivation verbs form 

different word classes including from nouns, verbs and adjectives. 

In the next chapter, we shall discuss adverbs, adjectives and 

postposition. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER 6- ADVERBS, ADJECTIVES AND POSTPOSITION 

In this section, the morphology of adverbs and adjectives will be 

discussed. The 1st section includes different types of adverb such 

as adverbs of time, frequency, manner place and direction. 

6.1 Adverbs 

Adverbs are lexical categories that add information about time, 

place and manner to verb, an adjective or another adverb.  

6.1.1 Time Adverbs 

Based on their form, Yemsa adverbs are categorized into three 

.The first category includes the adverbs which are formed through 

compounding. For example, hawu waals – i  „this evening‟ and  

hawu –waali  „tonight‟ are formed from two words   hawu  

„today‟ and  waals- i or  waali „evening‟ or  „night‟, respectively. 

Other compound adverbs are jooni toorban „next week‟ from jooni 

„next‟ and toorbaan „week‟ and aata toorbaan from aata „last‟ and 

toorbaan „week‟.  Consider the given examples:    

 

 



 

Time adverb       Gloss 

     hawu waalsi 

    hawu waali 

    jooni toorban 

    aata toorban 

„this evening‟ 

„tonight‟ 

„next week‟ 

„last week‟ 

Table 28a: Adverbs of Time 

The other category of Yemsa adverbs are formed from single 

words as can be shown below. 

          Time adverb     Gloss 

  won-o                                                         „Tomorrow‟ 

  Hazo „Yesterday‟ 

  heɁiso „Morning‟ 

   Jizo „A day before yesterday‟ 

  zuurineene orfo, too „Afternoon‟ 

 waalini, walsi „Evening‟ 



 

 

 

 

Table 28b: Time adverbs  

The last category of adverbs includes the adverbs that end with 

consonants   

Time adverbs                                       Gloss 

 ha∫                                                    Now 

hawu                                               Today „    

esneen/estan                                   „Then‟  

        Table 28c: Adverbs of Time 

Below are some example sentences showing time adverbs of 

Yemsa. 

1.ta hawu  waali joonar . 

  „ I  will come tonight‟ 

2.bar hawu waalsi  hamnir 

          She will go this evening‟ 

  Zuuri „Noon‟ 

  woli                                                                  later 



 

3.baasso zuuri-sta efesete. 

 „They came at noon‟ 

4.bar hazo ja      

„She came yesterday‟ 

5..ta too baron biin. 

 „I saw her in the afternoon‟ 

In Yemsa there are seven days in a week:   

  

Time adverbs           Gloss 

 

       kaeelo  

       karsa  

       arbi  

       kamisa 

       imaato  

 

     Monday 

      Tuesday 

      Wednesday 

      Thursday 

      Friday 



 

       tinna                       

       gudda 

 

      Saturday 

      Sunday 

Table 29: Days of the Week in Yemsa 

 

6.1.2. Frequency Adverbs 

In Yemsa, frequency adverbs are formed by reduplication. 

Consider the following examples: 

Frequency adverb                                         Gloss 

aageneaagene                                         always‟  

wonnawonna=wonnanaa                          every day‟ 

woggawogga=woggagga/nejaneja           „every year‟ 

assaassa=assassa                                    every month‟  

isaisa=isasa                                               rarely‟   

ha∫ha∫=  ha∫ na  ha∫na                                „now and now‟ 

Table 30:  Frequency Adverbs 



 

Another type of frequency adverb, ∫owo wonna „usually‟ is formed 

by combining ∫owo „many‟ and wonna `everyday‟ or „always`. The 

other one is isagize „once‟ which is the combination of isa „one‟ 

and gize „time‟.  Consider the examples below: 

1. ∫owo wona /wonna wonna         usually 

2.  isa kaba/isa arga                        Once  

The following are some example sentences showing frequency 

adverbs. 

1. ta wonna wonna buna u∫nar. 

   „I always drink coffee‟ 

2. baasso wogga wogga/k/ foofa jaaseter 

   „They come Foofa every year‟ 

3. ta assa assa/k/ ʤimma hamnar 

    „I go Jima every month‟  

4. ta isawa isawa buna u∫nar. 

   „I rarely drink coffee‟ 

 



 

6.1.3 Manner Adverbs 

Uniformity is not found in the formation of manner adverbs of 

Yemsa. A few manner adverbs, such as taɁi taɁi „quickly‟and nib 

nib „slowly‟ are formed by reduplication of an adjective taɁi `quick` 

and nibu `slow` . The rest are formed by compounding. The 

examples below demonstrate these: 

 

    Manner adverb      Gloss 

    taɁini 

    ta` taɁini /taɁi taɁinin/ taɁinin   

    nibu 

    nibi nibi 

    giroba foonto 

    teʧum    

    teʧmak      

    geɁisira/geɁisire/maɁi sire/maɁisire 

„Quick‟ 

„Quickly‟ 

„Slow‟ 

„Slowly‟ 

„Carelessly‟ 

„Wise‟ 

„Wisely‟ 

„nicely‟ 



 

     tapta 

     taptera/taptere 

 

„fast‟ 

„fastly‟ 

Table 31: Manner Adverbs of Yemsa 

Here are some example sentences showing manner adverbs. 

1. bar taptera woller 

   „She speaks fast‟ 

2. bar nibi nibi-tu meefe. 

   „He eats slowly‟ 

3. ta  taɁi  taɁini jaan ./ ta taptera jaan. 

  „I came quickly‟ 

 

 

 

 

 



 

6.1.4 Place Adverbs 

Adverbs of place in Yemsa are lexical items. Consider the 

following list. 

Place adverb Gloss 

  hani/hanta/hantak  

  ek /eek/haak   

  daa 

  den    

  te∫a                                                           

  aja, sija 

  sir    

   denalo /denkalo/ deen                  

„Here‟ 

„There‟  

„Down‟ 

„Up‟ 

„Near‟ 

„Side‟  

„Inside‟ 

„Over‟ 

Table 32: Place adverbs 

 

 

 



 

Consider the following example sentences with place adverbs. 

1.hani jo/ ha jo 

  „Come here‟ 

2.hiɁosi te∫a du 

   „Sit near the tree‟ 

3. eek ham. 

   „Go there‟. 

     4.bar jeed hami. 

      „She went down‟ 

6.1.5 Directional Adverbials 

The following are directional adverbials of Yemsa. 

  deen / deenalo /deen zagi /deen ekka    „Towards up‟ 

ek barissi /haak bassi                „Towards side‟ 

 hakalo/  ha                                      „Towards here‟ 

 eek kamo        „Towards there‟ 

Table 33: Direction Adverbs 



 

The following are some example sentences with adverbs showing 

directions. 

1. maas  hakalo  ja. 

    „The hyena came towards me‟ 

2.  han jo     

   „Come towards here‟ 

3. bar deen eeli 

    „He ran towards up‟   

6.2. Adjectives.  

 An adjective is a word that adds to the meaning of a noun. In this 

section, adjectives of dimension, physical propensity, human 

propensity, color, age, value and speed will be discussed. 

6.2.1 Dimension  

Adjectives of dimension in Yemsa are expressed completely by 

lexical items. Consider the following examples. 

 

 



 

 

Adjectives            Gloss 

   tuuma 

   kawuna 

   garo 

   iɲa 

   sesa/ bu`sa 

   diʧ / diʧa   

           „Full‟ 

           „Short‟ 

            „Small‟ 

            „Big‟  

            „Thin‟  

             „tall‟ 

Table 34: Adjectives of Dimension 

    Consider the following example sentences: 

1. misgaana  isa   garo   fizo taak     imi. 

    misgaana  one   small   goat   gave 

    „Misggana gave me a small goat‟ 

2. ta   isa   iɲa   fizo   waagen. 

    I    one  big  goat   bought. 

    „I bought a big goat‟ 



 

3. ta   kawun   naasin    arinar. 

    I      short       boy        know 

   „I know the short boy‟ 

4. taa    abaas      diʧ    

   My     father      tall 

   „My father is tall‟ 

6.2.2 Adjectives of physical propensity 

Like adjectives of dimension, adjectives that expressing physical 

propensity are completely lexical items. Here are some examples: 

Adjective Gloss 

kiiʧ  „Hot‟ 

 kooʧo „Cold‟ 

kamo/kaaga „Sharp‟ 

kee∫u/gada  „Beautiful‟ 

Oomsu „Ugly‟ 

iʧma „Dry‟ 



 

haar‟a „Wet‟ 

Kina „Dirty‟ 

kajma „Clean‟ 

ʧima/zaga „Hard‟ 

 ∫up‟a „Soft‟ 

 ʧima „Strong‟ 

  hopija    „Weak‟ 

Table 35: Adjectives of physical propensity 

As can be seen above „hot‟ / kiiʧu/ and „cold „/koʧo/ have a bit 

similarity in form whereas the rest adjectives have different forms. 

The following are a few sentential examples of adjectives of 

physical propensity. 

1. bunaas akamano kiit∫u  

   Coffee  so  hot 

    „The coffee is so hot‟ 

 

 



 

2. siko-s    kaaga/kamo 

    The knife   sharp 

   „The knife is sharp‟ 

3. bar   gada/ kee∫u  

  She  beautiful 

  ‘She is beautiful‟ 

4. ta  kooʧo  muu   oomtenar 

   I   cold      food   dislike 

   „I dislike cold food‟ 

6.2.3 Adjectives of Human propensity 

Some adjectives of human propensity are formed by attaching 

suffix –tan as shown in the examples below: 

Yemsa                                                       Gloss 

 tit -  tan                Selfish‟ 

  oom - tan       „Lazy‟ 



 

  met - tan                                       „Sick‟ 

   fak – tan                                   Patience‟ 

Table 36: Adjectives of Human Propensity 

There are also adjectives expressing human propensity without 

attaching –tan as in the examples below: 

  ikto                               „Thirsty‟ 

 faja                                   „Healthy‟ aru / teʧum

                                         „Wise‟ 

  gowwa                                 „Foolish‟ 

  garam /maɁar                                 „Kind‟  

  dig                                          „coward‟ 

   beez                                  „Brave‟ 

The following are some example sentences with adjectives of 

human propensity. 

1. asuu-s       garm 

    man  def   kind 

  „The man is kind‟ 



 

2. maa diga 

   A hyena coward 

    „Hyena is coward‟ 

3. taa  zomos  oom-tan 

    My  friend  lazy 

   „My friend is lazy‟ 

6.2.4 Adjectives of color 

In Yemsa some six color adjectives are distinguished. These are: 

Yemsa                                                           Gloss 

  ʧ iro                                Green‟ 

  foro     „White‟ 

  kara     Black‟ 

   ∫eɁa     „Red‟ 

   samane - faar     Blue‟ 

   ∫eeru       Yelllow‟ 

Table 37: Adjectives of color 



 

The following examples show the position of adjectives of color. 

1. taa into     kara   ako   waagete 

   My mother  black hen  bought 

   „My mother bought black hen‟ 

2.bar   ∫eɁa  furɁa    ∫unar  

   She  red   flower  like 

   „She likes red flower‟ 

3. taa  aŋat∫as  foro 

    My   cat      white 

    „My cat is white‟ 

 

6.2.5 Adjectives of Age 

Adjectives of age in have no patterns. Four simple and one 

compound adjectives of age  are distinguished: 

 



 

 Yemsa                                            Gloss 

ufurɁ                         Old‟ 

naɁo                          Young‟ 

gajma                          „Middle age‟ 

garo naa(m)                                      baby‟ 

 /garo nawa(f)                                    Baby‟ 

Table 38: Adjectives of Age 

 Consider the following example sentences with adjectives of age: 

1. gajma asuus ∫aabo keepite  

   Old   person    milk  drank 

  „The old man drank milk‟ 

2.bar  naɁo    assiɲɲa. 

   He  young  teacher. 

   „He is a young teacher‟ 

 

 



 

3.taa  i∫iis    ufurɁ/ gajma. 

  My  uncle       old.  

 „My uncle is old‟ 

6.2.6 Adjectives of value 

Adjectives of value in Yemsa are completely lexical items as 

shown below. 

 

       Adjective                                          Gloss 

     ʧima                                           „Expensive‟ 

      ∫up'a                         „Cheap‟ 

       otum                          „Rich‟ 

       tukam                          „Poor‟ 

Table 39:  Adjectives of value 

 

 



 

The following are some example sentence with of adjectives of 

value. 

     1. eesa   foofa -k   ∫up'a. 

        honey Foofa  in  cheap. 

        „Honey is cheap in Foofa‟ 

     2. bari  abas  otum. 

         Her  father  rich. 

         „Her father is rich‟ 

     3. bar     tukam. 

        He     poor. 

        „He is poor‟ 

6.2.7 Adjectives of speed 

The following words are adjectives of speed 

 

 



 

 Yemsa                                          Gloss 

 tapta/ ta`ni/                           „Fast‟ 

  nibu                 „Slow‟ 

  tapta                 „Hurry/hasty‟ 

Table 40: Adjectives of speed 

6.2.8 Inflection of Adjectives 

In this section inflection of adjectives for number, gender and 

definiteness will be discussed. 

6.2.8.1. Numbers in adjectives. 

In Yemsa, adjectives form their plural by reduplication. The 

following examples illustrate this.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Adjective           Gloss 

diʧ 

diʧ diʧ 

kawuna 

kawuna kawuna 

ufurɁ  

ufurɁ ufurɁ    

            „Tall‟ 

             „tall ones‟ 

             „Short‟ 

              „Short ones‟ 

              „Old‟ 

              „Old ones‟ 

Table 41: Number in Adjectives 

6.2.8.2 Gender and Definiteness 

Adjectives of Yemsa are not inflected for gender but definiteness 

is marked with –s like in nouns. The following examples 

demonstrate this. 

1. kawuna nawaa-s  

    „the short girl‟ 

2. kawun  naa-s 

„the short boy‟ 



 

3.  kara nawaas                             

    „the black girl‟ 

4.  kara naa-s                             

    „the black boy‟ 

5.  taa  kara ajta                             

     „my black brother‟ 

6.  taa  kara etnaa                                            

     „my black sister‟ 

6.2.9 Numerals 

As numerals behave more like adjectives in that they are used to 

quantify and modify nouns, they are treated as subsection of 

adjectives (Fekede, 2011). In this section two types of numerals, 

cardinal and ordinal are discussed.  

6.2.9.1 Cardinal Numerals 

Numbers from one to nine are simple, not compound. The 

following are simple cardinal numerals of Yemsa. 

 



 

                                      One 

                Eight 

                                                                                                                                                                       

                                                               

 

                                      

 

 

 

 

 

  

Table 42.Simple cardinalnumerals 

 

 

 

  Numeral    Gloss 

issoon 

hep/ep  

keez  

aʧeeʧ 

uuʧ 

issun 

naafun 

nairin  

izgin 

asir 

„One‟  

„Two‟ 

„Three‟ 

„Four‟ 

„Five‟ 

„Six‟ 

„Seven‟ 

„Eight‟  

„Nine‟ 

„Ten‟ 



 

6.2.9.2 Derived Cardinal Numerals 

Derived cardinals of Yemsa are formed by combining /asir/ ‟ten‟ 

and simple cardinal numerals.  In numerals between 11 and 19, 

the word asir comes first and the simple cardinal numerals follow. 

A vowel –e links asir with the simple cardinals. Consider the 

following examples 

Table 43a: Derived cardinal nominal 

 

Yemsa   Gloss 

asire isse   

asire heppe                      

asire keeze                     

asire aʧeeʧʧe                                  

asire uuʧʧe                      

asire issune                      

asire naafune  

asire   nane  

asire izgine 

„Eleven‟ 

„Twelve‟ 

„Thirteen‟ 

„Fourteen‟ 

„Fifteen‟ 

„Sixteen‟ 

„Seventeen‟ 

„Eighteen‟ 

„Nineteen‟ 



 

Cardinal numerals from twenty to ninety are formed by combining 

simple cardinal numerals with  asir „ten‟, which comes after the 

simple cardinal numerals. Here are a few examples: 

 

Table 43b: Derived Cardinal Numerals 

Two cardinal numerals tija „hundred‟ and kuma „thousand‟are 

simple like the cardinal numerals from one to nine.  

Numerals     Gloss 

hep-asir 

keez-asir 

haʧeeʧ-asir 

uuʧa-asir 

issun-asir 

naafun-asir 

nan-asir 

izgin-asir 

„Twenty‟ 

„Thirty‟ 

„Forty‟ 

„Fifty‟ 

„Sixty‟ 

„Seventy‟ 

„Eighty‟ 

„Ninety‟ 



 

6.2.9.3 Ordinal Numeral 

Ordinal numerals of Yemsa are formed by suffixing {-saa} to 

cardinal numerals.Below are a few examples 

Table 44: Ordinal Numerals 

 

Numeral Gloss 

isson –sa                        

hep – sa/epsa                        

keez – sa [keess 

aaʧee- ssa                                    

uuʧʧ - sa  [uu∫∫a]                

issun - sa                         

naafun - sa                         

nagirin - sa                         

izgin - sa                         

asir – sa                    

„First‟ 

„Second‟ 

„Third‟ 

„Fourth‟ 

„Fifth‟ 

„Sixth‟ 

„Seventh‟ 

„Eighth‟ 

„Ninth‟ 

„Tenth‟ 



 

6.3 Postpositions 

Postpositions are words or group of words that are used to show 

grammatical relations. They show place, position, time, etc. 

The following are postposition of Yemsa 

Postposition                                        Gloss 

 tuka                     „On‟ 

sir                     „In‟ 

den                     „Up‟ 

daa                     „Down‟ 

gero                     „Outside‟ 

denalo                     „Over‟ 

te∫a                     „Near‟ 

orfo                     „Behind‟ 

Table 45:  Postposition of Yemsa 

 

 



 

The following are some examples of postposition in sentences: 

1. geeni  te∫a   duu-ta-ta 

   fire   near     sit –neg-2s. 

   „Do not sit near fire‟ 

2. kanaa-s   gerotu fa. 

   dog –def  outside. 

   „The dog is outside‟ 

In this chapter, we have discussed adjectives, adverbs, numerals 

and postpositions. Adjectives were grouped based on their 

semantic properties as adjectives of color, size, value, speed, etc. 

Derivations of adjectives have also been shown. Adverbs were 

grouped into time, manner, place and location. Numerals were 

grouped into cardinal and ordinal based on their meanings and 

simple and derived based on their form. Postpositions are given 

as a lists and their use in a sentence is demonstrated. In the 

following chapter, we shall discuss the syntax of Yemsa.  

 

 



 

CHAPTER 7- SYNTAX 

7.1 .Phrasal Categories 

Phrases are formed by combining words. They are a group of 

words without finite verb, especially one that forms part of a 

sentence 

7.1.1 Noun Phrase 

Noun phrase is a group of words in a sentence that behaves in 

the same way as a noun. In Yemsa, a noun phrase may consist of 

a single noun such as nawa „girl‟ or longer phrase like jemini 

nawa „girl of Yem‟ 

1. / jem    - ni     nawa/ 

    Yem     - gen    girl 

      „Girl of Yem‟ 

  2. / deri -   ni    eesa/ 

      deri  -   gen   honey 

      „Deri‟s honey‟ 

 



 

  3. gama -    ni    teeta 

      ant     - gen   head 

      „Head of an ant‟ 

As can be seen from examples above, nominal modifier precedes 

the head noun and the head noun comes at the end. The 

following syntactic tree represents the noun phrase with nominal 

modifier and head noun. 

 

                       NP                                            

          NP                     N 

           N                                        

         Deri-ni               eesa 

          Dari                 honey 

          Deri‟s              honey 

In the above syntactic tree /eesa/ „honey‟ is the head noun and 

/Deri/ is nominal modifier showing the source of the honey. 



 

If a noun phrase has adjectival modifier, it (the modifier) comes at 

the beginning. Consider the following example. 

[kajma  [deri   - ni     eesa]] 

Clean   deri – gen   honey 

Clean   Deri‟s honey. 

This can be shown on the syntactic tree as follows. 

                                        NP2 

 

                                AJP             NP1 

                                                NP                N 

 

                             kajma    deri -ni            eesa 

7.1.2 Verb Phrase   

In Yemsa, the VP comes at the end of the sentence. Here are 

some examples: 

 



 

1 .ta   imata    waag  -e-  n 

     I    butter   buy – Per - 1s 

     „I bought butter‟ 

2.  diʧ   asuu – s   je 

     tall    man  def  came 

    „The tall man came‟ 

3.  baasso  [ iɲa   [saat`ini  wiis – se- t- e] ] 

    They       big     box        steal – 3P – per 

    „They stole a big box‟ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The following syntactic tree represents the verb phrase in Yemsa. 

         Basso  [ iɲa   [saat`ini wiisseete]] 

         They     big     box       stole                                           

                                      VP2 

 

                        AdjP                      VP1 

                                                  NP          V                                                                            

                           Adj                  N       

                                                                                             

                             iɲa             saat`in      wiiseete 

                                                              

The pronoun ta „I‟ „is dropped because of the nature of the 

language, that is, subject pronouns are not necessary since 

meaning is understood from agreement affixes. 

 



 

7.1.3 Adjectival Phrase  

In Yemsa adjectives that often modify nouns or other adjectives 

come before the noun they modify. The following examples 

illustrate this  

kajma  eesa                        „clean honey‟ 

kajma Deri – ni eesa          „cleanDeri‟s honey‟ 

[akamano foro] Der-ni eesa „very cleanDeri‟s honey‟ 

[ akamano  kiiʧu]  buna                  „very hot coffee‟ 

The following syntactic tree represents an adjectival phrase of 

Yemsa. 

                              AdjP                                                               

                                        

                        AdvP             Adj 

 

                     Adv 

                      akamano          kiiʧu              



 

                                                                                                                                                 

7.1.4 Adverbial Phrase 

 Adverbs that include time, manner, frequency etc come before 

the verb they modify. Consider the examples below. 

1.bar  taɁi taɁini   ham  -  i 

   she  quickly      go   -   per 

   „She went quickly‟ 

2.naa – s      teggire    woll-     e 

   boy - def   loudly   speak – per 

  „The boy spoke loudly‟ 

3.ta  hazotu      jaa –     n 

    I   yesterday   came – ls 

   „I came yesterday‟ 

As shown above in the examples, adverbs such as taɁi taɁini 

„quickly‟ teggiree „loudly‟ and hazo „yesterday‟ precede the verb 

they modify.  



 

The  syntactic  tree  below shows the representation of adverbial 

phrases in Yemsa 

    naas    [akamano [ta`i ta`ini] ]  hami  

    the boy   very       quickly         went 

                                    Advp2                           

 

                       AdvP                 AdVP1                         

 

                       Adv                      Adv          

  

                         akamano       taɁi taɁini                                                             

7.1.5 Postpositional Phrase 

. The following are some examples: 

1.  Saat‟ini – si        tukaa kunsu 

    box - def         on    put 

    „Put it on the box‟ 



 

2.  haɲaa -   s     aka  _  si    te∫a 

    donkey - def   river -  def   near 

    „The donkey near the river‟ 

3.  saat‟in   si    kunsu 

    Box     in      put 

     „put it in the box‟ 

The postpositional phrase in Yemsa can be represented in the 

syntactic tree as shown below.  

 

                                          PP             

        

                                NP                      P 

                                 N 

                                

                              saat‟in                  sir       

                               Box                   in   „in a box „ 



 

7.2 Clausal Categories 

Clausal categories here refer to structures above phrases and 

their minimum unit being a sentence (Fekede, 2009). 

7.2.1 Sentence Types 

A sentence can be categorized as active, passive, transitive, 

intransitive, affirmative – negative, interrogative, imperative, etc. 

7.2.1.1. Active Sentence 

A verb is said to be active if it has an NP which consists a subject 

of the sentence or more often an agent or a doer of an action. 

Active sentence begins with the doer of an action. 

In Yemsa, in active sentences, the verbs occur at the end of the 

sentences. Consider the following examples. 

1.  inno   keja   waag -   e-   ni 

    we    house   buy   - perf - 1p 

    „We bought a house‟ 

 

 



 

2.  asu -      s        buna        et -     i 

     Woman – def   coffee    make - per   

    „The woman made coffee‟ 

3.  ta   aba  -   taa -    s  -      in    argas -  i  -   n 

     I   father -  1s-  -  def -  acc   help   - perf - 1s 

     „I helped my father‟ 

4.  ta     hazo     jaa -    n 

    I  Yesteray   came - 1s 

    „I came yesterday‟ 

5. bar  hiɁo         kep‟ -   i 

    she  wood     collect -  per 

    „She collected fire wood‟  

7.2.1.2 Passive Sentence 

When a NP, which functions as a subject, is often a patient or the 

receiver of the action, a verb is in the passive state. In Yemsa, 

passive is morphologically marked. Two markers have been 

identified. These are {-t} and {-tonir}. The former occurs with 



 

perfective passive and the latter with imperfective passive 

.Consider the examples below. 

1.  naa -  s      wor   –  t-       e 

    boy - def     kill    pass      per 

    „The boy was  killed‟ 

2.  kejaa -   s     waag – t-      e 

     house - def    buy   pass   per 

     „The house was sold‟ 

3. fizoo  -   s     wiis  - t-          e 

   goat -   def    steal  - pass    per 

   The goat was stolen. 

4. jabanaa -   s         mes  -  t-       e 

   spear –       def      break – pass   per 

   „The spear was broken‟ 

 

 



 

5. hiɁoo    - s     kar` - t -     e 

   Tree –  def    cut  - pass    per 

   The tree was cut. 

6. kejaa   -s      kee      -t-        onir 

    house  def   build    pass. 

  „The house will be built‟ 

7. fizoo   -s     waag –t  onir  

    goat-  def   buy-  pass 

„The goat was bought‟ 

7.2.1.3 Interrogative Sentence. 

Interrogative is a kind of sentence, which begins with question 

words or auxiliary verbs. It has a subject and an object. 

This was discussed earlier under Interrogative. We shall see here 

only a few example sentences to see the structure of a question. 

 

 



 

1.  bar    awu   ∫ol __  e?  

    she   what   want –  per 

    „What did she want?‟ 

2.  bar   aagee    je? 

    he    when    came? 

    „When did he came?‟ 

3.  oonii     Kana -    n? 

     Whose    dog 

     „Whose dog is it?‟ 

4. bar    jee     dife – ro 

    he   come -  Imp - que 

     „Is he coming?‟ 

5.  ta  a∫a   ∫un – na – ro 

     I  meat  like – 1s – ques 

      „Do I like meat?‟ 

 



 

6.  bar   nee    aj    - no 

      he   2sm  brother - que 

„Is he your brother?‟ 

7.  nee  me∫meta  -  nee -  s     on     maa    - to 

    you   lunch     2s -  def – acc – ate –  que 

    „Did you eat your lunch?‟  

7.2.1.4. Transitive verb 

A verb is said to be a transitive when it has at least two NP as its 

argument structure. For example, English verb „buy‟ will have two 

arguments where NP1 shall be the buyer and NP2 „the thing to be 

bought‟. Similarly, Yemsa verbs like /kar-/, /mes-/ /wag-/, /argas-/ 

are transitive verbs. Considers the following examples:  

1.  inno   hi Ɂoo   -  s -     on    kar‟n  -i 

   we     tree –   def –  acc    cut        per 

   „We cut the tree‟ 

 

 



 

2. baasso teetoni kodaa-  s   -   on    mes –  set  -  e 

     they      chair –     def –  acc     break   - 3p  - per 

   „They broke the chair‟ 

3.  asuu -    s   fizo      waag -   e 

    man – def  goat      buy -   per 

    „The man bought a goat‟ 

4.  ta   aba -  taa  - s   - in    argas - i -  n 

    I   father - 1s  - def - acc   help - per - 1s 

    „I helped my father‟ 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The structure of transitive verb can be represented in a syntactic 

tree as shown below. 

                                               S 

                              Np                           Vp 

                                                   Np                 V  

                

                               N                  N 

                                                                                                      

                        asuus                fizo           waage 

                                „The man bought a goat‟ 

7.2.1.5. Intransitive verb 

In Yemsa, intransitive verbs, which require only one argument 

structure, has the order SV as in the examples below. 

1.  bar    kit   - i 

    he    die -  Per 

   „He died‟ 

 

 



 

2. bar  kun -   i 

    he  sleep - per 

    „He slept‟ 

3.  bar   hazo      ja 

    she  yesterday came 

    „She came yesterday‟ 

4. inno    hopini 

    We  are tired 

    „We are tired‟ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Consider the following syntactic tree for intransitive sentence 

S 

NP                         VP 

     N                     AdvP                V 

 

Adv 

 

naa-s                 teggire             wolle 

 

The  boy               loudly            spoke 

                      „The boy spoke   loudly‟ 

7.3 Copula 

The copula which represents „is‟ „are „was` `were` are lexically 

marked in Yemsa. For example, 

1. kebbede   buliɲɲa     wa 

kebbede   farmer      cop 

„Kebbede is farmer‟ 

 



 

2. Mamo gara-wa 

       Mamo small-is  

       „Mamo is small‟ 

3. Mamao aze gara-wa 

     Mama last-year-cop  

    „Mama was small last year‟ 

As indicated above wa functions as copula in Yemsa. 

7.4 Comparatives 

In Yemsa, equal degree is marked by morpheme {-mato}, 

comparative degree is marked by morpheme {-stan}. The 

following are some examples: 

1. bar    aba –   baasi  - mato – diʧa 

   she   father –  3sf –  as  -   tall 

     „She is as tall as her father‟ 

 

  



 

2.  ta    aba-    taa –   sa -  mato  - diʧa 

     I    father - 1s –   poss – as   -   tall 

     „I am as tall as my father‟ 

3.  inno baasso – stan  diʧ 

we     3p   - than   tall 

„We are taller than them‟ 

4.  nee  bar i -   stan   sesa 

    you   3SF -    than – thin 

     „You are thiner than her‟ 

5.  bar   tayi - stan   sesa 

     he      ls -   than   thin 

     „He is thiner than me‟ 

7.5 Expressing Cause 

Cause in Yemsa is expressed with boor'i. Consider the examples 

below. 

 



 

1.bar mette-na boorɁi,gaba  hamanak aafa ʧima-naza 

   she sick - 3sf cause market go not   be able – 3SF 

   „She cannot go to market because she is sick‟ 

2.innok talme difar si–nna  boor'a hamak aafa ʧima-niza 

   We getting dark – 3S    cause go  not able to – 1p 

    „We cannot go because it is getting dark‟ 

7.6 Modals 

Modals are sometimes called modal verbs or modal auxiliary 

verbs. They are used to express ability, permission, obligation 

polite request, etc. In Yemsa modals, of ability and permission are 

marked by lexical item t∫ima „able to‟ Consider the following 

examples. 

A. Ability 

1.  ta   akani – iʧo     ʧim  -     nar 

    I    swin               able to –   1s 

„I can swim‟ 

 



 

2.  bar   akani – iʧo      ʧim   -  ar 

    she   swim          able to     3SF 

     „She can swim‟ 

3.  baasso   buna    etu    ʧim   -   eter 

     they     coffee   make able to – 3pl 

      „They can make coffee‟  

 B. Permission 

1. inno  hamanik   ʧima  -   ni  -  ro 

   we     go      able to – 1pl – que 

   „Can we go?‟ 

2. inno   muunik   ʧima -     ni - ro 

    we     eat      able to – 1pl – que 

    Could we eat? 

3. inno muunik   ʧima -    ni -   ro 

     we    eat      able to – 1p – que. 

    „Can we eat?‟ 



 

C. Obligation 

Obligation in Yemsa is expressed by a lexical item ∫olsif. The 

following are some examples. 

1.  inno hamatu hama-ni 

    We                     go 

   „We must go‟. 

2.  baasso efsonek  ∫olsir/ ∫olsifa 

     they     go        need 

     „They must go‟ 

3. baasso  efsonek  ∫olsir/ ∫olsifa 

     they     go       need 

     „They must go‟ 

D. Polite request.  

In Yemsa, there is no a suffix or lexical item that indicates polite 

request. It is simply expressed like yes-no a question with the 

morpheme {-ro}: 

 



 

1. nee  -  taan argasu t∫ima   -ta  -  ro 

   you      1s    help             - 1s -   que 

  „Could you help me?‟ 

2. nee   taak  makok    -  ta  -  ro  

    you   1s     tell         – 1s - que 

    „Will you tell me?‟ 

3.  nee taa   ima -   ta-   k    ʧima -    ro 

    you    1s   give -  1s- to   able to   que 

   „Would you give me?‟ 

7.7 Conjuction 

Co-ordination, in Yemsa, is made with nawa. Alternative is 

expressed with too where as contrast is shown with a bound 

morpheme {-tee}. Consider the examples below. 

1. abera   nawa   worku  -na    ham  e  -   te 

    abbara    and     work- with   go - per – 3pl 

  „Abbara and worku went‟ 



 

2. abbara  too   worku too ham  -  i 

   Abbara  or    Worku   go   - perf 

   „Abbara or Worku went‟ 

3. worku – tee  Abera -  tu   jeer 

   worku    but   Abera - cop - came 

   „Abbara came but not Worku‟ 

7.8 Relativization 

Relativization is unmarked in Yemsa. The following examples 

illustrate this. 

1.  mette   asuu   - s     kit - i 

    Sick     man    def   die – per 

    „The man who was sick died‟ 

2.   ta   waag -  ee -   na   fizoo  - s      kit   - i 

      I     buy   - perf – 1s   goat - def   die   per 

    „The goat which I bought died. 

 



 

3. hazo         je       naa    - s        kit -    i 

    Yesterday  came  boy - def    die – per 

    „The boy who came yesterday died‟ 

 7.9. Greetings Phrases 

The following expressions are used in Yemsa during 

exchanging greetings. 

1.maarɁo kejseniyo(2P+pol)       „Good morning‟     

   maarɁo ha‟isetiyo 

   maarɁo kejniyo (2p + pol) 

   maarɁo haɁito (2p) 

2.maarɁo fee∫eenijo(2p+pol)     „Good afternoon‟   

   maarɁo fee∫eetijo (2 P) 

      maarɁo fee∫to (2 s) 

3.maarɁo fee∫eenijo(2pl + pol)           „Good evening‟                   

   maarɁo fee∫eetijo (2p) 

   maarɁo fee∫ito (2 s) 



 

 4. maarɁo kejsoni (2 pl + pol/      „Good night‟ 

     maarɁo kewuni (2 p.sin + pol) 

     maarɁo haɁisoti (2pl) 

      maarɁo haɁu (2p and s) 

5..maarɁo                                         „Good bye‟    

6..haɁoku∫∫awu                            „God bless you‟          

   haɁo eebbisawu        

     

7.ekku gireni/2p/                        „Congratulations‟   

   ekku gireni   / 2p/       

   ekku  gireti/gireseti/2p/          

   ekku girena 1S  and  3S                      

   ekku gireta /2S/ 

   ekku girete /3S pol/  

   ekku girsete / 3P pol/  

 



 

CHAPTER  8- SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In unit one of this book, we offered sociolinguistic background of 

Yemsa and reviewed previous linguistics works in the language. 

In unit two, we discussed the phonology. We identified 28 

consonant phonemes and five vowels which also contrast in 

length. Different phonological processes, such as palatalization, 

assimilation and vowel harmony were identified. What is more 

syllable patterns of the language was shown. The overall syllable 

pattern was summarized as V (V), V (V) C    CV (V), CV (V) C.   

In unit three, morphology of noun was discussed. Yemsa nouns 

are inflected for number, gender and case. The nominative case 

is syntactic and not morphologically marked. The accusative case 

–non has a variant –on. The former occurs after vowels whereas 

the latter after consonants. The other semantic cases are mostly 

expressed with –ni. Definiteness is shown with –s. What is more, 

determiners, such as numerals are used to determine referential 

range of a noun modified. We further, discussed derivation of 

nouns, such as verbal noun, result nominal and abstract nominal. 

Noun formation through compounding was also expounded in this 

chapter. 

In unit four, morphology of pronouns was discussed. We have 

identified forms and functions of different pronouns including 



 

subject pronoun, object pronoun, indefinite pronoun, reflexive 

pronoun, reciprocal pronoun, selective versus non-selective 

pronouns, inclusive versus exclusive pronoun and demonstrative 

pronouns. 

In unit five verb morphology of Yemsa was discussed. It was 

subdivided into verb inflection and derivation. In the section of 

verb inflection, person, number and gender marking were 

discussed. We have also discussed aspect; only perfective and 

imperfective aspects are recognized in the language. Tense 

divisions such as present, future, past and past perfect are not 

common. Actions, therefore, are expressed only as completed or 

not completed. Under the derivation of verbs, we have discussed 

how passive, causative (direct and indirect), intensive, adjutative, 

reciprocal verbs are derived. We have also considered 

combinations such as causative intensive and causative 

reciprocal derivations.  

In unit six adverbs and adjectives of Yemsa were discussed. 

Adverbs were categorized as place, time, and manner. The words 

and morphemes that represent each adverb types were shown. 

Adjectives were grouped into adjectives of size, color, value, 

adjectives showing physical property and adjectives expressing 

human propensity. Inflection and derivation of adjectives were 



 

also shown. It is found that adjectives are inflected for number 

and definiteness but not for gender. Numerals (cardinal and 

ordinal) were also discussed in this unit. Numbers from 1-9, 100 

and 1000 are found to be simple. Number 11-12 are formed by 

joining simple cardinal and asir-e „ten‟ which precedes the simple 

cardinal numerals. Numbers for 20-99 are derived with simple 

numerals and asir „ten‟. In this case the asir follows simple 

cardinal numerals. Ordinal numeral is derived from cardinal 

numeral by adding a suffix-sa. 

In unit seven, syntax of the language was discussed. It was 

grouped into phrasal category and clausal category. Under 

phrasal category, the structures of NP, VP, AdjP, AdvP and PP 

were shown.  In clausal category, different sentence types and 

their structures were discussed. Active and passive verbs, 

transitive and intransitive verbs, copula forms, question formation, 

co-ordination and subordination were expounded.  
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